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Scott Strong and Mike Woodruff enjoy a good laugh between classes 
STOP Thief! 
(Brad Goddes) 
Mike Tucci never believed his 
mom when she said his face 
would stay like that 
Brian Webster and Denise Krch 
share a smile at homecoming 
"Yeah, I drank some beers." 
(Kurt Heimbach) 
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Supermodel Christie 8rinldey and 
music legend 8ilfy Joel put an end to 
their fairy-tale marriage 
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Philadelphia Phillies ' legend, IYlike 
Schmidt, was inducted info 
8aseball's Halloframe on Janu-
ary 9th 
S'I'llAIGDT IJNIl WIND STORM (TORNADO) SWIIPT mUOUGD 
TOE CA~"'US ON NOVIl~IRIlU IS1' UPUOO'fIlD MANY 'fIlllIlS AND 
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GlINmlU, SI'OIillA'f HUlNnEns' nAY 
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Susan Smitn is arrested for the drowning of 
her two young sons ~er pleading witn the 
nation for tneir safe return 
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RENOVATIONS TO WISMER CEIffER ADDED A 
20 FOOT SKYU(lOT 
DOIJGD'I'ON KANE RIISIGNS AS m!ilN OF 
Serial killer Jeffrey Dahmer was beaten to death while 
serving a life sentence 
Poisonous gas attack in a 10kyo subway system during 
rush hour injures many (March 20th) 
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NHl owners lock out players to delay the 
start of the season until mid-January 
1he murder trial of ex-football star O.J. Simpson 
dominates the media in the most publicized trial 
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"ACTING BOLDLY BEYOND A REASONABLE DOUBT" 
Departing the position of dean of student life puts me in a mood for reflecting. The Ruby editors' 
kind invitation to share a thought with yearbook readers provides the perfect forum. 
Doubting is in fashion with careful thinkers ... and properly so. As liberally educated persons, 
we understand the importance of doubt- and the danger of drowning doubts in hero worship or 
in heady claims of exclusivity. We are committed to a life of challenging every assertion and testing 
every claim. 
Yet an over emphasis on doubting and challenging can lead to another danger: that of being 
frozen into inaction by the presence of doubt. Careful, honest thought almost always includes a 
residue of doubt and this doubt must be addressed in a responsible way by persons of action. 
Rather than relying on emotionalism or exaggerated claims to truth, I suggest that we should 
consider adopting the legal standard of reasonable doubt. Namely, bold action should be taken 
once reasonable doubt is reduced to the point where it becomes unreasonable. 
As we all move on in the great experience of life, I make a recommendation: we should combine 
healthy doubting with the ability to recognize when doubt has been reduced to the point of 
unreasonableness. Once this line is crossed, BOLD ACTION is not only pOSSible, but essential! 
This is difficult advice to follow- especially when it may be safer and even more prestigious to 
be an "intellectual critic", Sitting on the sidelines and offering a running commentary as life's 
opportunities pass by. Whether those opportunities relate to our relationship with God, our 
families or our employment, they will not be available to us indefinitely. Our success in seizing 
upon them depends on our Willingness to act boldly, even when an unreasonably small residue of 
doubt remains. 
May we all be reasonable doubters and bold actors! 
Dean Kane receiving a plaque from Classes of 1996, 1997, 
and 1998 leadership scholars at a dinner honoring his 
dedication and continual efforts as the Director of Leadership 
Development 
Members of the class of 1997 leadership scholars 
Leadership scholars Andrea Cole and K ylla Herbert 
lead a group ofU. C. students who provide services 




(left) Leadership scholars, Amy 
MirUlich and Jill Rosenblatt, 
organize U.c. students to ben-
efi t the homeless in Philadel-
phia 
(right) Leadership scholars test their 
skills at rock climbing during their 
training orientation 
Dean Kane has had an impact on the lives of many Ursinus 
students during his fifteen years as Dean of Student Life. 
But there is another role that he assumed which has given 
hilll the opportunity to touch the lives of others. He 
designed, implemented, and led the leadership program 
which began in 1992. As many of these pictures reveal, 
Dean Kane not only helped U.c. students to improve their 
skills and knowledge in leadership, but he has also pro-
vided opportunities for students to help others in the 
cOlllmunity through this program. Those who have worked 
with Dean Kane or who have asked for his assistance, know 
that he is always willing to offer his time and energy. We 
express a sincere thanks to Dean Houghton Kane for all 
that he has contributed to the Ursinus cOlllmunity. 
Dean Kane and junior leadership scholar Karen O'Connor with the Class of 1998 leadership scholars 
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"Do the Safety Dance ... " 
(Chrissie Stella & Jeff Stack) ---...--..---
Selena Trecroce and Kimiko Trott look on in amusement 
"If they want to be like that, we'll just ignore them." 
Gohn Barbour, Brad Getz, Heather Mead, & Sonny Regelman) 
Erin Gorman and Rebecca Turchik share a conversation and a smile 

rhe resident assistants have an enormous responsibility placed upon them. rhey 
may not be our parents in the sense that they don f cook our meals or do our laundry, 
but they do offer band-aids and light bulbs to help make l1rsinus a home away from 
home. rhis year rhe Ruby decided to dedicate a few pages to capture dorm life here 
at lJ.C., a tradition that hopefully will be continued. A special thanks to the RAs who 
made this section of the yearbook possible. 
o rResidencelialLs " u 
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Nicole Kiwak, Kristin Wallin, Maria Aumick, Chris Sofka, Karen Tyson, Susan Winters, Jessica Hessel, 
Jason Kindt, Drew Seibel, Scott Strong, Jeff Dare, Mike Woodruff, Gary Shapiro, Brad Goddes, 
Dheeraj Taranath, Heather Klinger, Julien Pain, Raquel Szlanic, Dave Chzranowski, Eric Widmaier, 
Dan Tomlinson, Phil Kern, Justin Snyder, Gayle Gawlowski, Sonny Pham, Colleen Holland, Liz Wilde, 
Michelle Pietrantonio, Cynthia Kline, Kathy Kane, Marc Ellman, Nichole Hobbs, Rob Teti, Kate 
Laubach, Eric Bohn, Corrie Stankiewicz, Scott DiNardo, John Dunchick, Loreen Bloodgood, Nikki 
Rodriguez, John Scorsone, and Robert Jacoby 
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Susan Winters, Jason Kindt, Drew Seibel, 
Jeff Dare, Dheeraj Taranath, Eric Widmaier, 
Justin Snyder, Liz Wilde, Michelle 
Pietrantonio, Cynthia Kline, Kathy Kane, 
Rob Teti, Kate Laubach, Scott DiNardo, 
John Dunchick, Loreen Bloodgood, and 
Robert Jacoby 
"'TIle r-VellnessJ-Iouse" 
Scott DiNardo (RA), Elizabeth Louka, 
Pamela Manlio, Carolyn McNamara, 
Christine Keyes, Marcela Anez, Suzanne 
LeDonne, Allyson McKenzie, and 
Kathleen Steele 
Phil Kern (RA), Thomas Simkiss, Outey Ky, William Pieper, Michael DellaPorta, 
John Long, Aaron Rychling, Brian Creelman, Ashley Anderson, Jason Meyenburg, 
Wayne Dudley, Roderick Wood, Eric Procaccini, Ed Loggie, Nelson Van Fleet, 
David Jones, Thomas Haws, Brandon Baer, and Scott Vida 
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>'24fiour Quietfiall" 
Jessica Hessel (RA ) , 
Angela Laubenstine, 
Christina Radzai, Andrea 
Gaitan, Heather Arnold, 
Anne-Marie Parker, Linda 
McCleary, Cerise Bennett, 
Melanie Hoover, Anne 
Alleger, Stephanie Klenk, 
Ellie Stutzman, Cheryl 
Opalkowski, Amy Holler, 
Lauren Newkirk, Sheri Rice, 
Clare Zeberkiewicz, Michelle Ryan, Michele Hill, Heather Ramsay, Elizabeth Johnson, Shelly McAllister, Cheryl Gliick, 
Amy Minnich, Kathryn Ruley, Amy Michel, Elizabeth Cullen, Amy Davenport, Semra Forman, Laura Seidel, Lauren 
Robinson, Courtney Gilbert, Meera Domingo, Shannon Kinkaid, Sharon Keppley, Sruthi Tallapragada, Elizabeth Adams, 
Neeru Chopra, Sonia Dayal, Linda Tran, and Katharine Pinches 
26 c&sidence. Halls 
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{M en'sJlonOlJlouse" 
Dan Tomlinson (RA), Mike March, Premal Doshi, Ted 
Gulesserian, Sean Harrison, T.J. Siggelakis, Mike Spangler, 
Jeff Sumner, Charlie Weingroff, Stephen Randall, Ryan Savitz, 
Thomas Houtz, Todd Brenneman, Sean Kelley, Eamonn 
Morrison, Randy Fulweber, Mehul Patel, Jeff Lehrman, Kenneth 
Covone, Brett Gwaltney, and Jeffrey Lebowitz 
itllJSSIJII 
'Jrtternationa!J1ouse" 
Nichole Hobbs (RAJ, Rob Teti (RAJ, Ryan Hemphill, Ethan Reeves, Edward Abbott, Jun 
Sasaki, Maxine Landau, Thomas Montemurno, Jen Hasan, Nisha Buch, Jessica Chinault, 
Liana Velazquez, Manish Gopal, Yetzy Rodriguez, Vanessa Voss, Chris Gaskill, Keith 
McCarty, Karen Smith, Hidemi Hayashi, Stefany Cordrey, Liza Ferrara, Demian Lewis, 
Daniel Kiefer, Greg Urban, A visheh Jaymand, Minh Vu, Mari Kan, Annette Hussong, 
Camilla Hjort, Dana VanBuskirk, Erik Ferragut, James Toh, Charlotte Strandberg, Sherry 
Shokouhi-Behnam, Dana Fosbenner, Kristen Sabol, Sarah Lee, Michael Donohue, 
Verena Hussong, Sophia Artis, Nicola Wills, Jill Schnader, Lauren Steffen, Jason 
Colflesh, Tarik Qasim, and Mel Schursky 
iJljjl'L1JS 
Justin Snyder (RA), George Zeppos, John 
Derderian, Scott Chalbert, Casey Fosbenner, Troy 
Gehret, Dave Fosbenner, Alan Snyder, Valmore 
Ward, Nick Bard, Angelo T errigno, Martin McNamee, 
Mark Daly, Michael Farrand, Chad Gallagher, and 
Robert Miller 
Kathy Kane (RA), Colleen 
Callahan, Ellen Cosgrove, 
Michelle Derderian, Joanna 
Dorris, Kelly Hoopes, 
Rebecca Turchik, Susan 
Whisler, Ellen Disney, Sue 
Blew, Regan McCann, Patricia 
Slane, Autumn Boyer, Jen 
Laidlaw, and Jenn Allshouse 
"Cq1feefiouse" 
Kate Laubach (RA), 
Jamie Dubois, Ariana 
Dubynin - Moore , 
HeatherMead, Sonny 
Regelman, Jessica 
Morin, Chrissie Stella, 
Krista Schweers, 
Doug Plitt, Chris Wirtalla, Heather Leach, Jim Shoemaker, Jess Lomba, Mike Podgorski, MorganWordley, Tim McCoy, 
Christine Eichelberger, and Tom Epler 
Susan Winters (RA), Rebecca Fairchild, Jennifer Rupprecht, Kimiko Trott, Judith Marcus, Lisa Wernert, Kristina Tracy, 
Claire Tann, Emily Robles, Faith Tate, Janis Gochoco, Patricia McGinty, Laura Owens, Christine Cho, Kimberly Stoms, 
Sarah Doran, Jessica Miller, Vanessa Margerum, Jennifer Hazlak, Lisa Giannone, Renee Krykewycz, Shannon O'Donnell, 
Alicia Longshore, Taylor Loveland, Caroline Luka, Tracy Luchsinger, Amy Way well, Jennifer Donecker, Susan Milewski, 
Georgine Moore, Heather Latch, Kimberly Leeds, Erin McNichol, Ariane Stale, and Sara Abbruzzi 
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Robert Jacoby (RAJ, Sam 
Rubenstein, Joe Dulin, Erec 
Smith, Craig Andrews, John 
Barbour, Brad Getz, John 
Reick, Christopher Neary, 
Christopher Iacono, William 
Blewitt, Ryan Rhodes, Chris 
Keleher, and Ben Barbor 
Sonny Pham (RAJ, Mehran Mehrabi, David Gaft, Alex Uy, Daniel Gotsch, Ronald Floyd, Sean 
McGlinn, Matthew Zukowsky, Eric Lieberman, Joe Ciervo, Kurt Bonewitz, and Ed Corcoran 
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Nicole Kiwak (RAJ, Kristen Burke, Joanna Miller, Suzanne Anderson, Megan Brown, Nicole Gieder, Tracy Stanley, 
Angela Kurtz, Heather Clarke, Susan D'Andrea, JoAnne Sickeri, Samantha Uriguen, Sarah Fielding, Caroline Kurtz, 
Denise Martella, Carrie Groff, Tara Patenaude, Christine Pili, Stephanie Smith, Rebecca Lewis, Elizabeth Steckman, 
Andrea Gagliano, Leslie Funair, Natasha Bzdil, Melinda Albert, Michelle Kleppinger, Jamie Manlio, Rebecca 
Gustafson, Brigid Williamson, Jean Dickhart, Kimberly Sammartino, Robin Loiacono, Jen Weaver, Nina Small, Valerie 
Murray, Lisa Olds, Megan Larkin, Selena Trecroce, Angela Caine, Ayannah Gentry, Allyson Smith, Diane 
Kuehmstedt, Filippa Guerra, Karen O'Connor, Lisa Bogle, Jill Rosenblatt, and Michelle Moyer 
John Dunchick (RAJ, Jeffrey Kazio, George Kostas, Robert Gorelick, Frank Pettolina, 
Barrett Tyson, Thomas Coyle, Sean Mitchell, Matthew Pepe, Doug Hovey, Kevin 
Flanagan, Tom Mastrangelo, Kevin Kopp, John Clark, and Brian Lafond 
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Kristin Wallin (RA), Danielle Denz, 
Jennifer Mintzer, Laura Stook, 
Chung Jeong, Jess VanDyke, 
Jennifer Nelson, Jennifer Brown, 
Kathleen Farrell, Laurianne Falcone, 
Kristine Algeo, Michelle Landis, 
Stephanie Piraino, Suzanne 
LaScalza, Jennifer Young, Amy 
Kilpatrick, Jamie Pontino, Tracey 
James, Lyndsay Petersen, Jess 
Demers, April Brown, Angela Lamb, 
Kelly Lark, Whitney Hastings, 
Kimberly Barnett, Kelly Schaal, 
Stephanie Zenorini, Kimberly Baxter, 
Jennifer DiMario, Jaylon Baykal, 
Amanda Sloan, Stacey DiBlasi, Erika 
Hauber, and Millicent Heeney 
1(II-I(lt, 
Brad Goddes (RA), James Moran, Stu Kukla, Jim Zurad, Scott Keith, Mike Aceto, Christopher 
Meloro, Bernard Rogers, Christian Cervellero, Nathan Manzon, Michael Augelli, Neil Kalbacher, 
Matthew Quail, Aaron Harken, Chris Daniluk, Giovanni LaRosa, Kenneth Miller, Scott Cranmer, 
Mark Romano, Robert Cranmer, Scott Coughlin, Scott Winot, Nick Walrath, Douglas Fox, Brian 
McTear, John Dwyer, John Lavin, Christopher Duessing, Matthew Caia, Sean Campbell, Sean 
Barrera, John Paul Williams, and Vince Blando 
esidenceJialls 














































'lJear %ember s o/Ihe Class 0/1995: 
g WIll always remember you as Ihe sludenls who welcomed me 10 
campus and made Ihe spriny 0/1995 so en/oyable. 
w hile g mel/ar 100 few o/you, g haue en/oyedyour successes as 
sludenls and as alhleles, and gam impressed, conslanl[y, by your inlef-
bjence, eneryy, and laCk o/prelension . 
.JCeep up Ihe yood work. g WIll conlinue 10 be rooliny for you all, and g loOk for-
ward 10 seeiny you in Ihe years ahead. 2/{'eanwhlle, you can head o/1inlo Ihe world 
confidenllhal you are mellprepared and happy bnowiny you are able 10 liue amidsl ail 
sorls 0/ arl 
7hanb you for mahflY my inlroduclion 10 rzit'SlIWS so much/un. 





Left to Right: Treasurer Martin Paulina, President Brian Riorden, Vice-President 
Rebecca Turchik, (not pictured: Secretary William Szlanic) 
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JENNIFER ELLEN ALLSHOUSE 
Easton, PA 
Biology, Tau Sigma Gamma 
r appiness is aTtained through self7essness. 
SOPHIA LYAN ARTIS 
Sicklerville, NJ 
English, Alpha Sigma Nu 
At certain limes / have no race, / alll me. 
-20m Neal HllrsTon 
MARIA BARRUCCO 
Marlton, NJ 
English, Phi Alpha Psi 
Mom and Dad - Thank you, I never could 
have done it alolle. - PALS 
CRAIG K. ANDREWS 
Willow Grove, PA 
Comm. Arts 
BRIAN L. BALDIA 
Berwick, PA 
Spanish 
Make a lot of noise becallse if you're qlliet, 
you're not living. 
-Mel Brooks 
DANIEL J. BARRY IV 
Riverton, NJ 
EcBa 
Hello, I mUST he goingl 
Thanks MOIll, Dad, and Jill!. 


















































KRISTEN L. BALDINI ~ 
Drexel Hill, PA ~ 
Comm. Arts, Omega Chi r; 
Life is a fairy-tale writteJl by God's fiJlgers. i 
L-U Mom. Dad & B. ~ 
ANDREA YOLANDA BLALOCK 
Fort Washington, MD 
Psychology, Upsilon Phi Delta 
Today - live, love, rejoice, for tomorrow 
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SUZANNE M. BLEW 
Lehighton, PA 
EcBa, Tau Sigma Gamma 
Thanks to all my farnily and friends! 
KELLY C. BORTON 
Drexel Hill, PA 
History, Omega Chi 
Life's a dance, you learn as you go. 
O'CHI, friends, M, & D- fLY. 
AARON D. BURGSTEIN 





LOREEN M. BLOODGOOD 
South Amboy, NJ 
Biology 
BRAD BOWER 
Wescosville, P A 
Psychology, Alpha Phj Omega 
You follow your FEELINGS, you follow your 
DREAMS. TY MDJAS 
COLLEEN REBECCA CALLAHAN 
Galeton. PA 
Biology, Tau Sigma Gamma 
Send lawyers, guns, and money. 
Dad, get me out of this! 
JOSEPH P. BOGGS IV 
Philadelphia, PA 
Hi tory 
AUTUMN DAWN BOYER 
Frederick. PA 
Math, Tau Sigma Gamma 
Let not grass grow UPOIl the path of 
friendship. X05BsG206,640 
SHEILA M. CAMPBELL 
Clinton, CT 
Biology 
All you've gotta do is keep it 
between the lines. 
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BRIDGET A. CAULEY 
Perkasie, P A 
ESS 
S'xcuses are crutches for the unmotivated. 
Thanks Mom & Dad. 
ELLEN MAUREEN COSGROVE 
Audubon, NJ 
English, Tau Sigma Gamma 
Yes best friends! Yes Olevian! Yes BBall 
team! Yes College! 
JEFFREY T. DARE 
Doylestown, PA 
Biology 
JOHN J. CLARK 
Springfield, PA 
Comm. Arts 
THOMAS J. COYLE III 
Absecon, NJ 
ESS, Alpha Phi Epsilon 
I have nothing to offer but blood, sweat, and 
tears. Thanks M & D. 
WILLIAM J. DAVIES 
Camp Hill , PA 
History, Delta Pi Sigma 
Minds are like parachutes. They only 
function when open! 
KRISTEN LYN CORNELL 
Souderton, PA 
Biology 
Rise above the ordinary. 
Thanks: M, D, KG, CP - I love you all! 
MARK S. DALY, JR. 
Bridgeton, NJ 




Thallksjor The malnmaries. i 




Psychology. Omega Chi 
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ANDRIA LYNN DEATLINE 
Allentown, PA 
~ History 





SCOTT R. DINARDO 
New POlt Rjchey, FL 
ESS, Chj Rho Psi 





more than much knowledge that is idle. 
STACEY MICHELLE DOMAN 
Audubon, NJ 
EcBa, Omega Chi 
Don', believe what YO llr eyes tell you. 
~ All they shoH) is limitation. I luv U M&D. 
~ 
~ ~ , 
~ V 
MICHELLE A. DERDERIAN 
Hatfield, PA 
Biology, Tau Sigma Gamma 
What is life without a dream. 
ELLEN L. DISNEY 
Pennsauken, NJ 
EcBa, Tau Sigma Gamma 
Don't wait for YOllr ship to come i11, 
swim out to it! 
MICHAEL OWEN DONOHUE 
Haddonfield, NJ 
History. Delta Pi Sigma 
Work is the downfall of the drinking classes. 
FCCAGBBAF 
JENNIFER L. DIAMOND 
Bordentown, NJ 
Politics, Omega Chi 
Be trlle to yourself. 
KIM-ANH THI DOAN 
Norristown. PA 
Biology, Tau Sigma Gamma 
Measure life by how well you live it, not 
how 10llg YOll live. 
JOANNA R. DORRIS 
Phoenixville, PA 
English 
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NICOLE D'ORSANEO 
Milmont Park, PA 
Politics. Tau Sigma Gamma 
Success is a journey nOl a destination. 
Thanks MOIll & Dad fL U Cmpe Diem. 
JAMES H. DUNDEE, JR. 
Woodbuy, NJ 
Psychology. Chi Rho Psi 
{f the world hands you lemons, make 
lemonade. Thanks Mom & Dad. 
THOMAS RICHARD EPLER 
Annville, PA 
English 
Punctuate existence by behaving 
ullexpectedly. 
KAREN MARIE DREW 
Laurence Harbor, NJ 
Biology. Alpha Sigma u 
The most wonderji.t! thing about Tiggers is 
1'111 the ollly aile! 
EURINIKA (LISA) EDWARDS 
Philadelphia. PA 
Psychology, Upsilon Phi Delta 
We are more alike 111)' friends, than we are 
unalike. -Maya Allgelou 
THOMAS E. ERVIN 
Berlin. NJ 
ESS 
JOHN M. DUN CHICK 
Orwigsburg. P A 
EcBa. Alpha Phi Epsilon 
One step at a lime. 11 's 1I0W lime. 
Thallks Mom & Dad. 
MICHAEL J. ENGLER 
Perkiomenville. PA 
Biology 






































~ Newtown Square, PA •. 
Politics, Delta Pi Sigma ~ 
1 am a pirale 200 years loa late. Love- ! 
Mom, Dad, Steve - FCCAGBBAF E 
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CHRISTINE M. FERRIER 
Limerick, PA 
ESS 
DANIEL L. FISHMAN 
Parlin, NJ 
Psychology, Pi Omega Delta 
So .. . That was college ... Hmm? Now what? 
Peace yo! 
DAVID T. FOSBENNER 
Rutledge, PA 
Chemistry, Sigma Rho Lambda 
If lime were only part of the equation. o Thanks Mom, Dad, Sig Rho. 
Monica Figueroa 
Philadelphia, PA 
Psychology, Omega Chi 
J take U all with me! Thanx & J luv U Mom 
& Dad, Matt, O'CHJ=4Ever. 
HEATHER ANN FOREMAN 
Birdsboro, PA 
EcBa 
Dare to make a difference. 
Mom - Thanks 4 everything. J Luv U. 
JOHN D. FRANK 
Blairstown, NJ 
EcBa, Pi Omega Delta 
Drink beer, make love, and celebrate the 
good days. 
AMANDA B. FINCH 
Plumsteadville, PA 
English, Omega Chi 
{f the worLd is night, shine my Life like a Light. 
J luv U M & D. 
DANA LIN FOSBENNER 
Zionsville, PA 
Applied Mathematics 
No bird soars too high if he soars with his 
own wings. 
BRENDA D. FRANTZ 
Andreas, PA 
Politics, Phi Alpha Psi 
And the goodbyes make the journey 
harder still. 
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LEIGH ANN FRIESEN 
Flemington, NJ 
Psychology, Omega Chi 
Polly put the kettle all . We'll all have lea. 
Thanks Dad & MOIll. 
DAWN M. HALLOWELL 
Gloucester, J 
Biology 
ANDREW H. HELFER 
Bloomfield Hills, MI 
Politics, Alpha Phi Omega 
Without love in the dream it will never 
come true. -G.D. 
CHRISTINE R. GETTY 
Middlebury Center, PA 
Biology 
SEAN J. HARRISON 
Shrewsbury, MA 
Chemistry 
KELLY MICHELE HOOPES 
Elkton, MD 
JENNIFER A. HAGERTY 
Lansdale. P A 
Biology, Kappa Delta Kappa 
Nothing is impossible to a willing heart. 
Thanks Mom & Dad. 
CURT J. HEIMBACH 
Pottstown, P A 
Biology, Pi Omega Delta 
Aloha, Mr. Hand! 


















































































Biology, Tau Sigma Gamma Biology, Phi Alpha Psi ~ 
<D 
Thanks M&D PK&R OLEV 201 MPLES III rhree words I can describe everythillg ~ 
SHPPNGCRT, MTN 1 learned about life: It Goes On! E 
WIE, FSHNG LURE. """ '" 
~1 ~ ~ 




Geh Deinen Weg lind lass die Leute reden. 
KATHLEEN E. KANE 
Philadelphja, PA 
English, Omega Chi 
Today's theftrs! day of the rest of my life. 
Love U MIDIMIKEV. 
CYNTHIA A. KLINE 
East Greenville, PA 
Chemistry, Kappa Delta Kappa 
We come not only /0 reach but to leal'll; 
not to prove but to improve. 
ROBERT PETER JACOBY 
Lansdale, PA 
Psychology 
III/agination is more important 
than knowledge. 
JEFFREY A. KAZIO 
Carteret, NJ 
Biology, Alpha Phi Epsilon 
To be the best means never being 
satisfied with losing. 
ANITA G. Ko 
Blue Bell , PA 
Chemistry 
Will YO I/ recognize me? Call my name ? 
Walk on by? 
HEATHER L. JOYCE 
A ton. PA 
EcBa. Plu Alpha Psi 
Rell/ell/ber yesterday, dream about 
IOmorrow, ... but live today' 
Thanks Mom and Dad. 
JASON HAINES KINDT 
Allentown, PA 
Biology 
To love another person is to see 
the face of God. 
GEORGE P. KOSTAS 
Middletown, NJ 
EcBa, Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Was it over when the Germans bOl/lbed 
Pearl Harbor? GOLEFTAPES 
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MICHAEL P. LAFFERTY 
Mullica Hill, NJ 
Biology 
AMY S. LANDIS 
Linfield , P A 
Biology. Omega Chi 
The only way to have afriel/d is to be one. 
THX M&D ILU I-O 'CHI 
LAURA MARIE LECRONE 
Wapwallopen, PA 
English, Upsilon Phi Delta 
The child is the father of the man. 
-W. Wordsworth 
BRIAN A. LAFOND 
Warminster, PA 
Biology 
CATHERINE M. LAUBACH 
Wyomi ssing. PA 
Psychology 
Erleichda, and enjoy life! 
Thank YOLl MO/ll, Dad, and Jeff. fLY! 
SUZANNE J. LEDoNNE 
Wakefield, MA 
Mathematics 
Today we are the shapers of the 
world of tomorrow. 
JENNIFER SKYE LAIDLAW 
North Plainfield, NJ 
Chemistry 
The phenomenon we call life is lIothing 
blll chemical reactions. 
HEATHER B. LEACH 






















































People make fun of me and I dOli 'I milld :0 
co 
maillly because Ihese people are my friends. ~ 
-Brian Wenl/Y 
SARAH M. LEE 
Brimfield, MA 
Chemi try/ Mathematics 
We kllow what we are, but kllow n01 
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ALICIA MAY LEHR 
Nazareth , PA 
Psychology, Phi Alpha Psi 
'fyo /l don't expect roo lIIuchji-oJ/1 me 
you might 1I0t be let dowlI. 
JOHN T. LONG 
West Chester, PA 
EcBa 
SCOTT MICHAEL MANGINI 
Ro Iyn , PA 
Comm. Art ' 
Magic alice I/llderstood is 110 longer lIIagic. 
Thallks Mom & Dad. 




Blue Bell , PA 
Biology 
Keep your fa ce to the sunshine and you 
call not see the shadow. 
PAMELA ANN MANLIO 
Philadelphia. PA 
EcBa 
Be not aji'a id of growing slowly; 
be aji-aid only of standing still. 
Thanks Mom, Dad, & Jalllie. fLY. 
S AMARA CLAUDINE LITTLE 
South Woodstock, VT 
Psychology 
DOII't be afraid to be 'vveak. Don't be aji'aid 
to be strong. Thx MOIII & Dad. f.L. U. 
MICHELLE S. LYONS 
Seekonk, MA 
EeBa, Phi Alpha Psi 
The possibility of the impossible is limited 
only by one's desire. Thx M&D PALS 4ever 
THOMAS J. MASTRANGELO 
Stafford, V A 
Comm. Arts, Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Dreams are the touchstones of our 
characters. Thanx M&D. 
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BLU MATSELL 
Hazleton, P A 
Biology. Alpha Phi Omega 
Thillgs ['Fe done here, people I've met, 




The higher a monkey climbs, 




Our little group has always been and 
always will until the end. 
RAHSAAN MATTHEWS 
Philadelphia. PA 
Sociology, Chi Rho Psi 
The rna/I who makes no mistakes does 
not IIsually make allY thing. 
-Edward John Phelps 
LARA ELIZE MEGERIAN 
Rosemont, PA 
Psychology, Phi Alpha Psi 
Whell you go out into the world, hold hallds 
and stick together. Thallks M &D. 
SEAN E. MITCHELL 
Levittown, PA 
Politics/Comm. Arts, Alpha Phi Epsilon 
Potential is lIothing more than IIndeFeloped 
skill and desire! 
REGAN L. MCCANN 
Rock Hall, MD 
Biology 





English, Omega Chi 
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ALINA MORAWSKI 
Abington, PA 
Politics, Tau Sigma Gamma 
In politics, if you want anything said. 
ask a II/an; if YO Il want anything done. 
ask a women. -Margeret Thatcher 
DAVID E. OPDYKE 
Middletown, NJ 
Biology 






CHRISTOPHER M. PANDOLFI 
Philadelphia, PA 
ESS, Delta Pi Sigma 
Don't do today what vou can do tomorrow. 
Thanks Mom & Dad. 
LAURA M. PATTERSON 
North Wales, PA 
Chemistry 
CHRISTOPHER R. NEARY 
Fair Haven, NJ 
Psychology 
MELIND R. PANDYA 
Cape May, NJ 
Chemistry 
MARTIN A. PAULINA 
Havertown, PA 
EcBa, Pi Omega Delta 
STupid is as stupid did. 
Thanks Mom alld Dad - I'll pay ya back! 
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EDWARD K. PAVILLARD 
Collegeville, PA 
Biology 
The reward of a thing welf dOlle is 
to have done it. 
FRANCIS A. PETTOLINA III 
Thorofare, NJ 
English/Philo ophy, Alpha Phi Epsilon 
hat a beast is the ape, and so much like us. 
-Go Left-
NIKOLE M. POPOWICH 
Branford, CT 
Politics, Omega Chi 
Look the world straight in the face. 
Thanks Mom & Dad & D. 
JAMIE M. PEHLMAN 
Reading, PA 
Biology 
MICHELLE C. PIETRANTONIO 
Pilesgrove, NJ 
Chemistry, Omega Chi 
I took my Power ill mv hand 














KATRINA PETROSKI ~ 
UI 
Philadelplua, PA E 
ESS, Phi Alpha Psi ~ 
DOII't be con/em to fly whell you feel :! ., 
compelled 10 soar. Luv U M & D. PALS! ~ 
DOUGLAS A. PUTT 
Bayport, NY 
English 
If I hadll 'f been there I shollld have 


































SARAH R. POUNDS (II 
Lafayette. PA § 
Psychology. Phi Alpha Psi ~ 
Relllemher all the yesterdays wishing they ~ 
were today.I·. LuI' U MDRB PALS. E 
~~ ~ 
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MITCHELL F. PRATTA 
Dresher, PA 
EcBa 
ALEXANDRA J. QUINN 
Arlington, TX 
East Asian Studies, Omega Chi 





worfd 10 me. Love & Thanks MDSDW. 
LINDA MARIE ROGERS 
Laureldale, PA 
Psychology, Pi Nu Epsilon 
Friends arefrielldsforeve/~ if the 




But slill try for who kllOws what is possible. 
FXRADAY. 
CHRISTA JEAN RICCOBONO 
Lafayette Hill, PA 
Politics, Omega Chi 
Thanks Mom & Michael. No ordinary 
mOlilents. NFY Dad ... den deh! 
MICHELLE P. RYAN 
Ocean City, NJ 
English 
Whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God. 
-f Corinthialls 10:31 
FRANCIS T. QUIGLEY III 
Cinnaminson, NJ 
Biology, Chi Rho Psi 
You IIIUSl never quit if you are to will. 
THNX MOIII, Dad & Cathy. 
BRIAN S. RIORDAN 
Mechanicsbmg. PA 
Comm. Arts, Pi Omega Delta 




Thanks: God, family, friends. 
Bow-wow-wow yipee-yo yipee-ya. 
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ALEXANDRA F. SCHAAL 
Williamsport, PA 
Psychology 
Don't compromise yourself. 
You're all you've gal. 
-Janis Joplill 
STEVEN E. SERDIKOFF 
Collegeville, PA 
Politics 
T ADD JASON SIGGELAKIS 
Holmdel , NJ 
ESS 
Give me a place to stand and I will 
move the worfd. 
BRIAN SCHULTZ 
Langhorne, P A 
Biology, Chi Rho Psi 
As I wafk through the valley of darkness 
I will fear 11 0 evil. 
MEGAN L. SHERMAN 
Gwynedd Valley, PA 
Psychology 
So before we end and then begin, we'll 
drillk a toast to how it's been. 
THANX Mom & Dad. 
THOMAS J. SIMKISS, JR. 
Richboro, PA 



















Don 'I Cly - Jusl smile and wave good-bye! ~ 
I love YOII - MDJ & T! ! 
DENISE SHORT 
Chalfont, P A 
English, Omega Chi 
You /lever know when you're making a 
memory. Thanx Mom & Dad. 
LAURA L. SKUTCHES 
Norristown, PA 
EcBa, Phi Alpha Psi ... 
It doesn't maller how right you are, ir's The With memories TO look back 011 , ~ 
degrees o.f wrongness that cOllnts. yesterday is !lever gone. E 
Thanks M&D. ~ '" 
~9 ' ~ 
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PATRICIA J. SLANE 
Allentown, PA 
AnSo. 
ALAN J. SNYDER 
Oley, PA 
Physics, Sigma Rho Lambda 
Thanks to my parents. Sigma Rho Lambda-
best clowns are forever - SDH 
REBECCA STRAWBRIDGE 
FloLUtown, PA 
French/German, Omega Chi 
I was gratified to be able to answer 
promptly .. .! said I didn't know. 
Thanx M, D, J & 1. 
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IR, Alpha Phi Omega 
Peace out to rhe APO crew- Live long and 
prosper toolshed. Thanks M&D 
BRIAN L. SUTH 
Trenton, NJ 
Psychology 
When in doubt, PUNT! 
Thanks Mom & Dad! 
MARY LISA SMOLEN 
Hazleton, P A 
EcBa. Phi Alpha Psi 
Be the friend you would love to have. 
205 HOBSON PALS4EVER' 
JAMES F. STINCHON 
Cheshire, CT 
Biology, Alpha Phi Omega 
College has taught file thaT I know nothing. 
Thanks M & D & S. 
WILLIAM J. SZLANIC III 
Sellersville, PA 
Biology 
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DHEERAJ T ARANATH 
Mt. Laurel, NJ 
Biology, Alpha Phi Omega 
We make a living by what we gel, bUI we 
make a life by what we give. 
ROBERT E. LEE TROUT 
Myerstown, PA 
Chemi try 
Time is the fire in which we burn. 
JENNIFER L. V ASS 
Linwood, NJ 
Politics, Omega Chi 
Kindness begels kindness. 
IV U Mom, Dad, Don, Lori, Anthony, & Ash 
JENNIFER ANN TAYLOR 
Southampton, PA 
Psychology. Kappa Delta Kappa 
The secret of geuing ahead is getting staned. 
[love YO II M & D. 
REBECCA LEA TURCHIK 
Syracuse, NY 
English, Tau Sigma Gamma 
Delight yourself ill the Lord & he will give 
you the desires o.fyour heart. PSALM 37:4 
SCOTT VIDA 
Marlton, NJ 
Psychology, Beta Sigma Lambda 





BARRETT R. TYSON 
Malvern, PA 
EcBa 
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V ALMORE L. WARD 
Fort Myers, FL 
English 
ELIZABETH A. WILDE 
Kutztown, PA 
Psychology, Kappa Delta Kappa 
Happy memories keep the past ever present. 
Thanks Mom. Dad, & Kyle. 
BRIAN D. WILSON 
Wrightstown, NJ 
Biology 
SUSAN LEIGH WHISLER 
Warminster, PA 
EcBa, Tau Sigma Gamma 
Don't let time erase the memories we've 
shared. Thanks Mom. Dad, Ed alldfriends 
for all the fUll. 
DEBORAH L. WILLIAMSON 
East Stroudsburg, PA 
ESS, Omega Chi 
Dream happy dreams. I love you Mom, Dad, 
DMM&S. One O'CHI! 
SUSAN APRIL WINTERS 
Kimberton, PA 
Psychology, Kappa Delta Kappa 
Success is the quality of the journey. 
ERIC JOSEPH WIDMAIER 
Woodbine, MD 
Biology, Pi Omega Delta 
Grallt me courage and strength for nothing 
worth doing is easy. 
NICOLA ELISA WILLS 
Newark, NJ 
Spanish, Alpha Sigma Nu 
"He who is happiest hath power to 
gather wisdom from a flower." 
- Mary Howitt 
CHRISTOPHER J. WIRTALLA 
Andover, CT 
EcBa 
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FREDERICK P. WOLL III 
Jenkintown, PA 
English, Delta Pi Sigma 




Biology, Phi Alpha Psi 
To become what we are capable of is the 
only end to life. Luv U M&D, C, & PALS. 
• • 
ELAINE D. ZELLEY 
Pottstown, PA 






The best is yet to be. Thanx M & D. 
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Richard P. Richter, M.A., LL.D. John R. Strassburger, M.A., Ph.D. 
Cfresident crneritLts Cfresident of the College 
John D. Pilgrim, Ph.D. Hudson B. Scattergood, M.B.A. 
Vice President of .!Pinance Vice ({?resident fo r College qzelations 
~cul1y4 
William E. Akin, Ph.D. 
cfJean of the College 
J. Houghton Kane, J.D. 
cJJean of Student iJje/ cJJir. of kadership cJJeIlelDpmmt 
c. Joseph Nace, M.B.A. -!Former rtJean of Continuing &1 
Jan Lange, M.S.A. -fissoc. rtJean of the College! 
ficting rtJir. of Continuing &1 
Annette V. Lucas, Ph.D. 
fissociate cfJean 
56 ,facu.lty 
Deborah O. Nolan, M.A. 
fiSSOc. cfJean of Student 1Jfel 
ficting cfJir. ofCi{esidence 1Jfe 
, 
Peter F. Small, Ph.D. 
fissistant cfJean 
fidmissions Office 
L. Baumeister, S. Pinter, M. Pacific, B. Mulroy, 
G. Carter, j. Flamer, R. DiFeliciantonio, 
A. Wade, K. Durgin, S. Thomas 
~usinessOffice 
D. Bowman, C. Mahoney, B. Davidson, 
j. Wlock, E. March, K. Williams 
ermanfirt Museum 
N. Fago, L. Barnes 
Career cJ>Zanning/ cJ>Zacement 
B. Wilhelmy, P. Mancuso, C. Rinde 
C. Walborn, D. Macy, S. Donato, P. Baer, L. Brenner, M. Gallagher, D. Moyer, 
B. Allen, j. Sherman, C. Minardi, C. Boswell, C. Grater, M. DeWane, R. Sprague, 
S. Widman, D. Sherman, P. Scattergood, K. Schaefer, . Heacock 
Continuing education 
S. Meyers, ]. Levengood, ]. Lange, ]. Nace, 
M. Quinlan 
cB.egistrar's Office 
L. Scharneck, B. Boris, C. Williams 
-1 
" , 
Student life{sfIctivities Office 
]. Hively, T. McKinney, H. Kane, M. McCabe 
o /E'aculty 
'" ~ ~ 
~ ,[ 1" 
$inancialfiid 
P. Madson, A. Milligan, M. Pacific, P. Keebler, 
S. Sparrow 
cB.esidence life Office 
D. Nolan, K. Taylor, L. Manz 
Wellness Serl?ice Office 
B. Rost (Physician Assistant), ]. Shanahan, M. 





R. Hess, M. Mann, A. Price, N. Roelofs, S. Grabania, R. Schultz, 




j. Henry, j. Miller, j. Czubaroff, 





H. O'Neill, S. Rapp, B. Bower , 




M. Conner, P. Perreten, 
]. Lionarons, L. DeCatur, 
P. Schroeder, ]. Volkmer, 
M. Kelley, C. Dole 
Jiis to ry 
c{;)epartment 






D. O'Brien, S. Calvin, P. Gross 
exercise and Sport Science 
c{;)epartment 
A. Boyd, L. Borsdorf, L. Engstrom, 
R. Davidson, C. Dahl, D. Engstrom, 
V. Gros 
Modem language Vepartment 
C. Inoue, j. Espadas, M. Pollack, N. Rojas , C. Hall, C. Anaya, 
Mathematics and CompLtter Science 
Vepartrnent 
v. CoIl, L. Thiel, j. Shuck, j. NesJen, 
N. Hagelgans, P. Jessup 
Music 
Vepartnwnt 
A. Branker,J. French 
A. Lucas, L. Thelen, T. Castells-Talen , K. Terasawa, R. Clouser 
F. Novack, A. Dishman 
CJ>hilosophy and 1<eligion 
Vepartnwnt 












E. England, K. Caruso, 
M. McMahon, C. Chambliss, 
K. Richardson, G. Fago, B. Rideout 
$aculty and Staff Missing $rom Photos 
A.c. Allen- Biology 
S. Allen- College Relations 
K. Brand- Comm. Arts 
D. Cameron- Mod. Languages 
P. Chlad- ESS 
M. Chylack- Business Office 
R. Coleman- Mathematics 
P. Cramer- Admissions Office 
E. Dawley- Biology 
R. Dawley- Biology 
R. Doughty- History 
S. Eaton- Mod. Languages 
R. Einstein- Biology 
M. Fields- Biology 
G. Fitzpatrick- Politics 
S. Gilbert- ESS 
K. Goddard- Biology 
M. Goldberg- Comm. Arts 
C. Harris- EcBa 
F. Heidel- Biology 
S. Hood- Politics 
L. Johnson- Business Office 
L. Joseph- Biology 
R. King- History 
B. Kite- Mathematics 
L. Klink- Biology 
R. Larsen- Comm. Arts 
J. McLaughlin- Berman Art 
S. Maresco- Residence Life 
J. Middleton- Biology 
A. Mitnick- Comm. Arts 
D. Monheit- English 
J. Pilgrim- EcBa 
C. Poley- ESS 
M. St. John- Cont. Edu. 
J. Scholz- Biology 
L. Schwartz- Comm. Arts 
C. Sherman- Biology 
J. Shinehouse- Biology 
J. Sidie- Biology 
F. Sivieri- Business Office 
P. Small- Biology 
B. Thomas- ESS 
T. Wailgum- ESS 
R. Wait- Mathematics 





a lpha t'illma 11u 
Members: Sophia Artis. Justine Boettger. Shannon Dougherty. Karen Drew. 
Christine Getty. Cheryl Opalkowski. Sharon Pescha. Heather Ramsey. Nichole Smith. 
Ellie Stutzman. Lisa Wernert. and Nicola Wills 
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:Kappa Delta :Kappa 
Members: Kim Baxter. Amy Bistline. Corinne Boettger. Cara Bond (Social Chairperson). Angela Brader (Pledgemistress/Songmistress). Carol Brewer (Party Chairperson). 
Jaymie Burkhart. Stefany Cordrey. Danielle Deschenes (Historian). Jen Donecker. Nicole Eberwein. Liz Egoville. Liza Ferrara. Mandy Fingerlin. Stephanie Fragati. 
Mary Greiss (Corresponding Secretary/Pledgemistress). Becky Gustafson. Jennifer Hagerty (Vice-President). Sarah Hopkins (Service Chairperson). Georgia Hurff. Cecylia 
Kelley. Nicole Kiwak (Chaplain/lSC Representative). Cindy Kline. Kris Luecker (Sergeant-at-Arms). Bea May. Julien Pain. Sheri Rice. Hope Rinehimer (Treasurer). Jen 
Rolette. Jen Schmid~ Samantha Shapiro (Party Chairperson). JoAnne Sickeri. Robin Simpson (Alumni Secretary). Kerri Slattery. Stephanie Smith. Jen Taylor. Diane 
Travaglini (Social Chairperson). Sam Uriguen. Amy Waywell. Liz Wilde (President). Brigid Williamson. Sue Winters (Recording Secretary) 
Circle of friends sharing smiles 
'ltJe are the green and gold, the dove is in the 
sky, the yellow roses will be with us 'til we die. 
(1)e're sisters ever true friendship for me and 
you, a bond that will not falter as the years go 
by. And so we sing this song in praise of 1(fJ1(. 
(1)e 'd like to thank you for such happy memories. 
And we're so proud to be in the sorority. It's I(DI( 
for you and 1(fJ1( for me!" 
Seniors, Liz & Jen, lead KDK 
throughtout the year 
Tau ~igma <Oamma 
President: Colleen Callahan 
Vice-President: Regan McCann 
Recording Secretary: T rish Slane 
Treasurer: Autumn Boyer 
Corresponding Secretaries: Maureen Fitzgerald & Heather Klinger 
ISC Representative: Ellen Cosgrove 
Chaplain: laura Coulter 
Rush Chairpersons: Justine Ashworth, Kelly Brown, & Suzie Rojas 
Social Chairpersons: Kristen Jensen & Amanda Mishizen 
Beer Commissioners: Michelle Derderian & Joanna Dorris 
Historian: Barb Golley 
Fund Raisers: Melanie McMullin & Sue Whisler 
Community Service Representatives: Alina Morawski & Nicole D'Orsaneo 
Pledge mistresses: Jenn Allshouse & Jen Johnson 
Seniors: Jenn Allshouse, Suzy Blew, Autumn Boyer, Colleen Callahan, Ellen Cosgrove, 
Michelle Derderian, Ellen Disney, Kim Doan, Nicole D'Orsaneo, Kelly Hoopes, Regan 
McCann, Marny Mead, Alina Morawski, T rish Slane, Rebecca T urchik, and Sue Whisler. 
Tau Sig seniors displaying the spirit of 
Halloween 
Gee, you girls look like you just saw a stripper?! 
:J>n-n~KAMNOl1PDY!e""'!'ZABX6E(I)n;I~KAMNOnPDY!e""'!'ZABXM<t>n-n~KAMNOl1PDY!e""'!'ZABX6E(Dn;l~KAMNOnPDY!E'pZABXiIDDn;1~KAMNOnPDY!e""'!'ZABXLl.E<DrHlilKAMNOl1PDY!e~ 
'" 
Qpsilon Phi DElta i ;s c;, ~ z o 
:::; 
Members: Nichole Hobbs (President), Sonnya Espinal 
(Vice-President), Andrea Blalock (Treasure r), Colleen 
Holland (Community Advocate), Laura Lecrone (Secre-
tary), lisa Edwards (Historian), Al icia Darby, Karen 
O'Connor, Al ison Heely, Angie Cole, Sormeh Ghaffari, 
Wendy Sands, Christine Keyes. 
Bad hair day, girls71 
the colors of Upsilon Phi Delta are emerald 
green, 6Iack, and white. Emerald green repre-
sents nature and the 6eauty of life. Black 
represents the a6sence of color, thus denoting 
diversity, and white represents the sanctity and 
6eauty of life. the sorority's mascot is the "lily." 
U Phi D has lots of fun- as the smiles on these 


















































Volunteer work completed this year by Upsilon Phi Delta ~ 
includes a food and clothing drive, Habitat for Humanity, ~ 
St. Christopher's Hospital, Evansberg State Park, and 6 
MARC (gift wrapping) for the mentally disabled. 
~ ~ 
~ / ~ 
().1fU<1J3VX!fVZAaJAUdIJONW\')IOIfU<18vxavzk""UAl.1dUONVN)jOltU<18VXSVZ,JaJAl.1dUONVllV)lOII-U<18VXSVZtJaJAl.1dUONVIIV)I(l11-U<l>3VXSVZ,JaJAI.1dUONVN)j(lII-UCI)3VXSt;} 
Omega qhi 
Members: Kristen Baldini, Kelly Borton, Dana Davino, Jen Diamond, Stacey Doman, Monica Figueroa, Amanda Finch, Leigh Friesen, Kathy Kane, Amy Landis, Kate Laubach, 
Joanne Montgomery, Michelle Pietrantonio, Nikole Popowich, Lexi Quinn, Christa Riccobono, Denise Short, Rebecca Strawbridge, Jennifer Vass, Deb Williamson, Elaine Zelley, 
Heather Achenbach, Nicole Barber, Meg Bergner, Ticia Bouchat, Erin Burke, Bridget Grande, Joann Kilgarriff, Liz Mansfield, Heidi Miller, Lori Olexa, Katie Polgar, Amy 
Shelley, Danielle Stock, Jen Stone, Kristin Wallin, Kristin Arnhold, Michelle Barber, Melissa Bockrath, Sue Boyer, Jennifer Brown, Sarina Comiskey, Tara Cope, Lisa Danbury, 
Ariana Dubynin-Moore, Wendy Falato, Esther Fields, Melissa Gemmell, Chrystal Grant, Nancy Harned, Lea Herdman, Carrie Luka, Amy Melton, Sue Milewski, Shannon Reed, 
Amy Rothermel, Patrice Shovlin, Michele Sparks, Beth Trott, Erin McNichol 
Officers 
President: Deb Williamson 
Vice President: Kristen Baldini 
Treasurer: Michelle Pietrantonio 
IFC Representative: Elaine Zelley 
We thought this was 1995? 
O'Chi rushes enjoying a few moments 
away from their dates 
Grrrk oandids 
O'Chi seniors sparkling together 
POD's Shitty, "Whooooaaaa, Boy!!! " 
Members of the 1 994 KDK pledge class smile at 
their dated party 
alpha Phi <epsilon 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
OFFICERS 
President: F ranky Pettolina 
Vice-President: Kevin Flanagan 
Treasurer: George Kostas 
Secretaries: Gavin Kennedy & Eric Fromal 
Pledge master: Barrett Tyson 
Assistant Pledgemasters: Jeff Kazio & Kevin Kopp 
Rush Chairmen: T.j. Coyle. Rob Gorelick. & Rob Owens 
Social Chairmen: Barrett Tyson. Rob Gorelick. & Greg Venuti 
IFC Representative: T.j. Coyle 
Sergeant-~-Arms: Jeff Kazio 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
/ 
Members: Franky Pettolina, Jeff Kazio, George 
Kostas, Barrett Tyson, Sean Mitchell, T.J. 
Coyle, John Dunchick, Doug Hovey, Brian 
Lafond, Kevin Kopp, Tom Mastrangelo, Jack 
Clark, Rob Gorelick, Matt Pepe, Kevin Flanagan, 
Rob Owens, Ed McKillip, Brian Coyle, Casey 
O'Donnell, Mike Ortman, Kirk Holt, Joe Simeone, 
Anthony Esposito, Tom Birchler, Mike 
MacKintosh, Jeff Mead, Fred Milliken, Neil 
Kalbacher, Brad Goddes, Phil Kern, Matt 
McCarte, Gavin Kennedy, Eric Fromal, Steve 
Lieberman, Darren Torsone, Brian Wilson, Greg 
Venuti, Chris Keleher, Joe Ciervo, Mark Parks, 
Mike Fabrizio, Jim Walsh, Steve Wisniewski, 
Jim McKillip, Mike Brennan, Rich Lehman, Chuck 
Giamo, Dusty Eck, Tony Carricato, Bill Mower, 
Bill Baldini, Eric Lieberman, Rick Colvin, Mark 
McGonagle, Wayne Dudley, and Mike Sullivan 
APE's seniors pose on the rooftop of 702 
EUA.l3dUONWY)l(lll-U<l>3VX8VZ,h=.t5A-lJdUONWY)l(lIH.l<l>3VX8VZrh=.t5A.l3dUONWY)l(lII-U<l>3VX8VZrh.:l5A.l3dUONWV)I(l11-U<l>3VX8VZrh.:l5A.l3dUONWV)I(llI-U<l>3VX8VZrh.:::l5A.lJdUONWY)l(lll-U¢iiIV)I 
alpha Phi Omega 
OFFICERS: 
President: Dheeraj Taranath 
Vice-President: James Stinchon 
Secretary: Justin Snyder 
Treasurer: Andrew Helfer 
Members: Eric Athearn, Tobias 
Blanck, Brad Bower, Matthew 
Boyer, Joe Burke, Patrick Buyse, 
Christopher Conrad, Dan Cornely, 
Peter Evanchik, Joseph Fischetti, 
Jason Gootman, A.J. Grey, Will 
Grove, Tom Guzzo, Jason Harrell, 
Chris Hastie, Andrew Helfer, Jeff 
Henning, Shawn Holden, Dave 
laniucci, F .X. Knebels, Craig 
Loebsack, Matt MacNeal, Rob 
MacNeal, Blu Matsell, Alex 
Nonnemacher, Matthew Quail, Sam 
Rubenstein, Nate Smiley, Howard 
Smoyer, Justin Snyder, Don 
Solomon, James Stinchon, Kevin 
Stratton, Dheeraj Taranath, Jef-
frey Warner, and Jeff deSimone 
IBXt.E<I>fl-IJOKAMNOIlPLTYIE'l'ZABXt.E<I>rHh'lKAM OIlPLTYIE'I'ZABXt.E<I>fl-Il1'lKAMNOIlPLTYn.::.-.yZABXt.E<I>fl-II1'lKAMNOIlPLIl'IE'I'ZABXt.E<1>fl-II1'lKAMNOIlPLTYIE'I'ZABXt.E¢rHl1'lKAMNOIlPLll'U 
:seta ~igma Lambda 
OffiCERS 
President: Mike Matakonis 
Vice-President: Mike Spatarella 
Treasurer: Brian McCarty 
Recording Secretary: Brett Nath 
Corresponding Secretary: Brian Moilinger & Matt Norris 
Sergeant-ill-Arms: Phil Caiazzo 
Chaplain: Mike Jalboot 
Rush Chairmen: Dan Graf & Kevin McGovern 
IFC Representive: Andy Ruhf 
Historian: Brandon Baer 
Beta Sigma lam6da fraternity - 69 
years of Brotherhood - Respect 6y 
none, 6ut who gives - LJe '(( a(( go down 
together - Nuttin 6eats ftIutten - Heaven 
doesn't want us and He(r's afraid we '(( 
take over - LJhen in douht, go the wrong 
way - LJrap hefOre you pad it - No (ove 
without the g(ove haa - S(uts come and 
go, hut Beta Sig wi(( (ast forever - No 
(ims - Just Brothers{ 
Members: E. Adie, R. Auch , B. Baldia, 
J. Blocksidge, T. Ciliberto, T. Daniel, 
R. lacullo, B. Isett, P. Kern , O. Ky, J. 
Montone, T. Haws, B. Pieper, S. 
Postek, M. Sutin, H. VanFleet, M. 
Vergano, I. Wood 
The 1995 Beta Sig pledges never drink (or do they)?! 
Zrta qhi 
OffICERS 
President: Michael Engler 
Vice-President: Fred Vogt 
Treasurer: Chris Neary 
Recording Secretary: Giovonni LaRosa 
Corresponding Secretary: Mark Romano 
Chaplain: Brad Culp 
Rush Chairman: john "Hobbes" Barbour 
Social Chairman: john Oliver 
Zeta Chi R.A.: Rob jacoby 
Would you want a hug from one of 
these guys? 
Members: Fred Vogt, Mike 
Engler, Steve Wirth , Chris 
Neary, John Barbour, Rob 
Altman, Ben Barbor, Chris 
Iacono, John Scorsone, 
Jack "Beast" Reick, Mark 
Romano, Bill Blewitt, Joe 
Padula , Bob Cramner, 
Scott Cranmer, Ryan 
Coughlin, Brad Getz , 
Giovonni LaRosa, Jon 
Oliver, Mark Willis, John 
Rovinski , Ken Miller, John 
Dwyer, Brian McTear, and 
Doug Fox 
What happened to empowerment? 
)Pi Omega Delta 
OffiCERS 
President: Michael Lafferty 
Vice-President: Brian Riordan 
Treasurer: John Frank 
Recording Secretary: Kevin Smith 
Corresponding Secretary: John Maslowski 
Rush Chairman: Mark Christensen 
Members: Daniel Fishman, John Frank, Curt 
Heimbach, Michael Lafferty, Philip Parrotta, 
Martin Paulina, Brian Riordan, Drew Seibel, 
William Szlanic, Eric Widmaier, Brian Wilson, 
William Anderson, Mark Christensen, David 
Chrzanowski, Matthew Connearney, Brian Delin, 
Michael Gamble, Sean Jones, Joseph LaPella, 
John Maslowski, Kevin Smith, Matthew Cowper, 
Bayard Huck, John Kerrigan, Sean Leahy, 
Michael McCuen, Clifford Motley, Nirav Pandya, 
Andrew Stankus, David Yost, Jason Benabese, 
Christopher Cassiliano, Jon Paul DeMarco, 
Michael Huffman, David Lavine 
Pi Omega Delta has had some diHiwlties this year, yet we all still found time to laugh and drink together. POD is not a group of guys that 
acts as a group or an organization that follows old ideals 6findfy. (Je have demonstrated this characteristic this past year- we attempted 
to distinguish ourselves as individuals who will stand up for what we helieve in and, ultimately, see our goals through to the end. If anything, 
the hrothers and the fraternity have grown this year despite the hurdles and ohstacfes that appeared. [Ieven seniors are graduating this 
year, and we sincerely wish that the memories offriendship and hrotherhood accompany them through their travels. After afl, everything 
from our traditions to our history to the time we spend together every day make up who we are- 'the Dirtmen are we ... the hrothers of POD. " 
A toast to the seniors of POD 
The much awaited reopening of 31 0-
the beginning of more wild parties 
~igma aho Lambda 
OffiCERS 
President: John Derderian 
Vice-President: Brian Webster 
Treasurer: John Noone 
Secretary: Stu Kukla 
Members: Dave Fosbenner, Val more 
Ward, Alan Snyder, Troy Gehert, 
John Derderian, Brian Webster, John 
Noone, Chuck Moore, Jim Zurad, Stu 
Kukla, Chris Ceverllero, Chad 
Gallagher, Sean McGlinn, Dan 
Tomlinson, Marc Hapward, Nick 
Bildzukewicz, Mike Kirk, Sean Read-
ing, George Zeppos, Andy Terrigno, 
Dave Gaft, Lee Griffith, Brian Baily, 
Tim Ryan, Tim Stalker, Vince Milano, 
Ed Luberski, Doug Fecteau, Josh 
Hartle, Dave Myers, Scott King, Kerim 
Oncu, Greg Bravelley, Mike Ritzius, 
Casey Fosbenner, Kyle Dean, Dave 
Helfand, and Keith Clements 
The brothers of Sig Rho are always ready to give you a lift 
qhi Uho psi 
OFFICERS 
President: John Paul Williams 
Vice-President: Jason Kline 
Treasurer: Dave Jones 
Recording Secretary: Sean Barrera 
Corresponding Secretary: Jim Maynard 
Rush Chairman: Brian Schultz 
Keeper of the Seals: Carl Ewald 
Community Advocate: Darnell Lee 
Members: Craig Andrews, 
Edgar Arevalo, Sean Barrera, 
Christian Belville, Ryan 
Billheimer, Vince Blando, Sean 
Campbell, Matt Ciesinski, AI 
Cornog, Chris Deussing, Scott 
DiNardo, Jamie Dundee, Carl 
Ewald, Justin Fauth, Chris 
Fischer, Jared Hamilton, Dave 
Jones, Mile Katusa, Jason Kline, 
Robert Ladd, John Lavin, 
Darnell Lee, Ron Mason, 
Rahsaan Matthews, Jim 
Maynard, Ondrei Miller, Mike 
Myers, Tom Montemurno, Matt 
Onorato, Brendan Powell, Frank 
Quigley, Bryan Shealer, Erec 
Smith, Roger Smith, John Paul 
Williams, and Brian Schultz 
Erec, can that possibly be a comfortable seat? 

1994 VARSITY FIELD HOCKEY 
BACK Row: MEL RITTER, AMY MINNICH, DANA CURRY , AMANDA PITTORE , JANICE MAUGHAN , 
KELLY PORTSER , KIM RYAN , COLLEEN SABOL, AND COACH VONNIE GROS 
MIDDLE Row: ASSISTANT COACH KRISSIE RUGGIERO, KATIE RULEY , JUDIE MARCUS, BROOKE 
DRISCOLL, JENNIFER STONE , KIMIKO TROTT, ABBY WALLS, KELLY FOSTER , AND 
BARB GOLLEY 
FRONT Row: SUE BOYER , JOANNA DORRIS, AMY LANDIS, AMY SHELLEY, AND SELENA TRECROCE 
1994 J.V. FIELD HOCKEY (NOT PICTURED)- PATTY McGINTY , HEATHER SITMAN, LEA HERZOG, ALLISON 
SNYDER, BEE HEENEY, SARAH SNEDDON, NICOLE GIEDER , DENISE KRCH, MARIE PAT 
GITHENS, VALERIE MURRAY , LESLIE FUNAIR, ERIKA HAUBER, AND ANNE ALLEGER 
$eventy-jive years ago, the field hockey players may not have had the 
equipment and the facilities that they have access to today, but they 
began an athletic tradition that has distinguished Cf1rsinus as the field 
hockey capital of the world. Cf1rsinus has maintained leadership 
from coaches such as fidele rBoyd and -Vonnie Gros, that can be 
described as some of the finest in the sport. '[his array of exceptional 
coaching' has been instrumental in the success of the ©ivision I 
program. fis 1994 marked the diamond anniversary of this leg-acy, 
we salute all of those whose participation and enthusiastic efforts 





Joanna Dorris clears 
the zone r---------, 
I 1994 Varsity I 
: Field : 
: Hockey : 
I Record I 
I I 
I 6-11 I L _________ .J 
The Bears work the 
offense to perfection 
The field hockey reserves look on with anticipation 
Damn, I look good! <1~ S17 
~---------------I ~~ 
The lady Bears had a tough season. Selena 01] t i lj,f'S 
I Trecroce led Ursinus in goa ls scored with five. I gOil! q si} 
I Kelly Foster had four goals and three as ists. I Ot 
I On the defensive end, Barb Golley was strong I 
I as goa lie. She saved 205 shot and posted three I 




















































-- ----. ------~~=----~ 1994 URSINUS FOOTBALL 
1ST Row : BARBOUR , SUTH , MASTRANGELO, KAZIO , DUNCHICK, FOSBENNER , KOSTAS , MITCHELL, T .J. 
COYLE , AND TYSON 
2ND Row: REICK , PARKS , SMITH , FLANAGAN , ALTMAN , McCARTE , OWENS, MCKILLIP, LAFOND, 
CLARK, AND Kopp 
3RD Row : ORTMAN , CAIA , LUSK, CHILSON , KERN , SIMIONE , B. COYLE, KENNEDY , BIRCHLER , 
KALBACHER , AND GODDES 
4TH Row: CASSILANO, BARD, VINER , BARRERA , KELLY , DWYER , SEDALIS , MEAD, MATAKONIS, 
HAPWARD, AND KEY 
5TH Row : SULLIVAN , ANDERSON , GONZALEZ, FABRIZIO, BRENNAN , KATITS , ECK , STEINER , 
LIEBERMAN , ROMANO , AND MILLS 
6TH Row : ECKERT, GORELICK , LAROSA , CULP, MILLER , FLOYD, OLIVER , RHODEN BAUGH , ESPOSITO, 
AND COLVIN 
7TH Row (COACHES) : MULLEN , BODOLUS, CROSBY , GILBERT, BAINBRIDGE , SPURIO, VOGAN , VAN HORN 
Here come the Bears! 
~------------------------, • Although the football team had a tough season with an overall record of 
• 3-7, many records were set: • 
• Brian Lafond Ron Floyd • 
• Attempts / Game: 64 Receptions / Season: 62 • 
• Attempts / Season: 368 (Broke old record by 11) • 
• Attempts Career: 790 Receiving Yards / Season: 1,033 • 
Completions / Season: 168 
• Completions / Career: 360 Barrett Tyson • 
• TO Passes / Season: 17 Total tackles: 126 • 
• Passing Yards / Season: 2,265 (2nd best season in u.c. history) . 
• Passing Yards / Career: 4,878 • 
• Total Offense/ Season: 2,187 • 
LTotaIOffense/ Career: 4,734 .J ------------------------
The Bears execute the perfect 
hand off 
ISIlVlmOOISIlVlmOOISIlVlmOOISIlVlmOOISIlVlmOOISIlVlmOOISIlVlmOOISIlVlmOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVlmOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVlmOOISIlV3IIOOISIlVliIHOOISIlVliIHOOISIlVlmOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIHOOISIlVliIHOOIIiIIVliIIII 
(below)- Kayse Ramsey running the distance 
1994 URSINUS WOMEN ' S CROSS COUNTRY 















r -- --- --------------~ 
I The men's team regrouped from the unfo rtunate bus acci-
I dent involving the women's team and were able to compete I 
I in the Centennial Confe rence championships at Gettysburg I 
I College. Ryan Savi tz was named to the Centennial Confer- I 
L ence All-Academic Team. ...J -------------------
(a bove) Junior Brian Delin concentrates on the 
cha llenge before him 
LI1I!lIU<:jIU<./.Hl!lAHlilGOlIEARSlllOBElUlBlllOBEIUIBlGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOIIEAE 
1994 URSINUS VOLLEYBALL 
OVERALL RECORD 1-24 
TOP(BEHIND BEAR): JANIS GOCHOCO 
Top Row: ANGIE KURTZ, JENNI NELSON , 
LORI FALCONE (MANAGER), 
AND COACH ROBIN TRAUTMANN 
MIDDLE Row: SUZANNE LASCALZA , KELLY 
FRONT Row: 
HOOPES , LAURIE JEAN 
LAWLEY , AND KATHY LAUBER 
SHELLY McALLISTER, AMY 
BISTLINE, LEA HERDMAN, 
CHLOE MORRONI 
FRONT (LAYING DOWN) : 
) 
Janis Gochoco prepares 
to deliver 
Ir.iIIIOOISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIIVIiIIODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIlVliBODISIIYD 
1994 URSINUS SOCCER 
BACK Row: COACH SETH MULEYA , CHUCK MOORE , KURT BONEWITZ, BRAD GETZ, GREG 
BRANDLEY , SEAN READING , SCOTT KING , CHRIS DANILUK, NICK BILDZUKEWICZ , 
MATT QUAILL, MIKE KIRK , ED LUBERSKI , PAT VESAY , AND BRIAN BAILEY 
FRONT Row: JOHN PAUL DEMARCO, MIKE RITZIUS , ALAN SNYDER , JOHN DERDERIAN , BRIAN 
WEBSTER , JOHN NOONE , MARTY MCNAMEE , HAROLD GRIFFITH , VINCE MILANO, 
AND KERIM ONCU 
r-------------, 
I First year coach, Seth Muleya, led the I 
I Bears to a season record of 10-10. I 
I The 1994 season's leading scorers were: I 
I I 
I Getz 26 goals / 8 assists I 
I Bonewitz 6 goals / 12 assists I 
I Webster 8 goals / 4 assists I 
I Derderian 6 goals/2 assists I 
Milano 2 goals / 4 assists 
I Kirk 3 goals I L _____________ ..1 
Kurt Bonewitz contemplates his strategy for 

















_ ____ • _ ____ . ____ . _____ ... ___ .... .., ___ ...... ....... ......-u. ..... I ....... ~I~I\IU~! I\.:iU~!OOBEARSIOOBEABS!GOBEARS!GOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARS!GOBEABS!~ 
1994-95 URSINUS CHEERLEADERS 
FOOTBALL CHEERLEADERS: MELANIE WILLIAMS ( CAPTAIN) , HEIDI WUSHINSKE 
( CAPTAIN ), KRISTEN eURKE , KAREN DREW , RUTHANN GUNDERSEN , JESSICA 
HESSEL, NANCY KENDIG , AND JESSICA WALKER 
BASKETBALL CHEERLEADERS: MELANIE WILLIAMS (CAPTAIN), CARA BOND, 
TAMMY DIETZ, RUTHANN GUNDERSEN , ELIZABETH STECKMAN , JESSICA WALKER , 
AND LAUREN WILLIAMS 
r--------------------------------------, 
I Captains Melainie Williams and Heidi Wushinske led the 1994-95 football cheerleaders through a spirited season. The I 
I squad was assisted this yea r by Kim Rousin, a former cheerleader and 1993 graduate. The squad got off to a grea t start! The I 
cheerleading squad psyched up the foo tball tea m and the crowd at every ga me. The team added several new mounts, stunts, 
I and cheers to their repertoire of activities . These were enormous crowd pleasers and will remain a part of the program. I 
I Basketball season was also very exciting. This season the squad was one captain short, while Captain Heidi Wushinske I 
I was studying abroad for the spring semester. The tea m carried on under the leadership of Captain Melanie Williams. Several I 
I new faces were seen on the sidelines this yea r: Cara Bond. Tammy Dietz, and Elizabeth Steckman. In addition to cheering on I 
I the foo tball and basketball teams, the cheerleaders conducted various fundraisers and decorated the players' locker rooms I 
I before games. Special thanks goes to Audrey Wade, the advisor, and Paul Coppola , the dedicated and entertaining bear who I 
helped the cheerleaders get the crowd excited for the games. 
L ______________________________________ ~ 
o 
(left)- Paul Copolla is the ever spirited 
man-within-the-Bear 
(above)- The Ursinus cheerleaders 
show their team spirit 
(right)- The squad implements 




I Harvard graduate, Coach White, led the I 
I team to a season record of 6-18. I L ______________ .J 
1994-95 URSINUS MEN' S BASKETBALL 
BACK Row: JOE BOND , PAT BUYSE, FRED 
LUCK , STUART KUKLA , JAY 






I FRONT Row: CHRIS CERVELLERO, BERNIE 
ROGERS , CRAIG ANDREWS , AND 
RANDY McDoNALD 
Pat Buyse rises over his opponent 














1994-95 URSINUS WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
OVERALL RECORD 20-4 
CHIP DEVENEY (ASSISTANT COACH) , TRICIA TUCKER, DANA CURRY, KATHLEEN 
FARRELL, MEGAN LARKIN , ERIN BURKE, LAURA COULTER, BETH JOHNSON, STEPHANIE 
CASPERSON , JUSTINE ASHWORTH, MARY HEARL, AND LISA CORNISH (HEAD COACH) 
ELLEN COSGROVE AND KRISTEN BALDINI 
!cleft)-=- Senior Ellen! 
Cosgrove going up for 
a shot in the lane. At 
the 1995 All Sports Ban-
quet, Ellen became the 
first Ursinus woman to 





can second team, 
ECA C Co-Player of the 
Year, Centennial Con-
ference Player of Year, 
ten Centenial Confer-
ence records, and four-
teen Ursinus College 
records. Ellen also ex-
ceeded the previous 
u.c. scoring mark by 
more than 400 points, 
with a total of 1,878 
~a.::e~oint~ __ -.J 
Junior, Laura Coulter, jumps for possession as the 
crowd watches in anticipation 
.....,.....-~~~---........ ~I 
It's Miller time! 
Gymnast Monica Jushchyshyn performs 
a strength move 
1994-95 URSINUS GYMNASTICS 
BACK Row: JUSTINE BOETTGER, 
KATE JOPE , COURTNEY GILBERT, 
RACHELLE PECOVSKY , KIM 
MILLER , CORRINE BOETTGER , 
AND EMILY ROBLES 
MIDDLE Row : JEN COURTNEY , 
SUZANNE LEDoNNE , KRISTEN 
CORNELL, KAREN DREW , AND 
HEATHER IOCCA 
FRONT Row: MEGAN BROWN , 
MONICA JUSHCHYSHYN , MELANIE 
HOOVER , AND CARRIE LUKA 
Ray McMahon instructs Kristen Cornell 
during her balance beam routine 
r------------------, Although the team's final record does not reflect the 
I gymnasts' exceptional abilities, senior Kristen Cornell I 
I became the first u.c. gymnast to compete in the I 
I national championships for four straight years. Also, I 
I Cornell and Sue LeDonne became the first u.c. gym- I 
I nasts honored as Academic All-Americans by the I 
NCGA. 




















(above)- u.c. swimmer 
concentra tes on he r 
butterfly stroke during 
the 1994-95 season 
(right)- The free style 





OVERALL RECORD 5-3 
LISA BAGANSKI , APRIL 
BROWN , BRIDGET CAULEY , 
TARA COPE, ELLEN DISNEY 
(CAPTAIN), MANDY 
FINGERLIN , ALLYSON 
FLYNN , ANGIE LISA , 
MICHELLE LYONS , JANICE 
MAUGHAN , COLLEEN 
SABOL , JEN SCHMIDT , 
JANICE SMITH , FAITH 
TATE, CRISTIN VEIT , AND 
DEB WILLIAMSON (CAP-
TAIN) 
1994-95 URINUS MEN ' S 
SWIMMING 
OVERALL RECORD 0-7 
MIKE ALVINO , DAVE 
CHRZANOWSKI (CAPTAIN), 
MATT COWPER , CHAD 
GALLAGHER , JOHN 
KERRIGAN , SEAN LEAHY , 
DAVE LEVINE , SCOTT 
LOGAN, SEAN MCGLINN , 
CHUCK MOORE , CHRIS 
STORTI , AND BRYAN 
L TRACH~ ______ -.J 
1994-95 URSINUS WRESTLING 
OVERALL RECORD 15-4 
BACK Row: MIKE WALTERS, MIKE ORTMAN , BRIAN WILSON , SEAN MITCHELL, TONY CARRICATO, 
KYLE DEAN , AND KIRK HOLT 
FRONT Row: KEVIN KOCHERSPERGER, DARREN TORSONE , TOM Guzzo, ERICH ADIE , GINO CERRULI , 
CASY O ' DONNELL, HEATH VAN FLEET 
- -.---- - -- . ------ ---.---- .---- .--.--.----.--.--..... --. _1~w.lIUU~I~IUV~I~IUUJ1l!i.E. 
1995 URSINUS BASEBAL.L. 
BACK Row: COACH MIKE SVANSON , SCOTT KEITH , BIL.L. STIL.ES, BRIAN CREEL.MAN, AARON RYCHL.ING , STEVE 
WISNIEWSKI, DIRK CL.EVEL.AND, PHIL. MANDATO, AND COACH BRIAN THOMAS 
MIDDL.E Row: JOE BURKE , JEFF BOL.CAVAGE , DAN TOML.INSON , NATE SMIL.EY , SETH EVERHART, BRIAN 
TRACHIK , ANDY TERRIGNO, AND BRIAN McTEAR 
FRONT Row: MIKE WAL. TERS , MIKE ACETO, PHIL. NAGENGAST, MITCH PRATTA, JEFF DESIMONE, A.J. GRAY , 
MIKE ROMEL.L.O, AND CHRIS JONES 
Dan Tomlinson steps into the pitch 
Erik Hansen winds up to deliver a strike 
....... ~ 
Senior Mitchell Pratta anticipates the pitch as 
fellow team members eagerly look on 
r--------------------------------------, 
I The Bears enjoyed their best season ever, setting an Ursinus record for wins in a season with 22 (Final record 22- I 
I 14). Ursinus earned an invitation to the ECAC Division III South tournament. The Bears advanced to the I 
I championship game before losing to Albright. Dan Tomlinson (OF) and Aaron Rychling (DH) were named First- I 
L Team All-Centennial Conference. Tomlinson was also named a regional Academic All-American. .J --------------------------------------
Ilv:mOOISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliIIODISIlVliBOOISIIVliI 
Kim Sammartino was named Pitcher of the Year in the 
Centennial Conference and was named the MVP of the 
ECAC Tournament. 
1995 URSINUS SOFTBALL 
BACK Row: COACH DON GROFF, TRAINER 
ABBY WALLS , NICOLE KIWAK , MICHELLE 
MORRELL, LORI LENNON , ALLISON SNYDER , KIM 
WEINDORFER , MARLENE MORRELL, ANNIE 
O ' CONNOR , ASSISTANT COACH KIM TAYLOR , AND 
ASSISTANT COACH KIM KELLER 
MIDDLE Row: SELENA TRECROCE , KATIE 
POLGAR , KIM SAMMARTINO, AMY MICHEL, 
CHRISTINE SOFKA , HEATHER KLINGER , AND 
KIMBERLY REESE 
FRONT Row: BARBARA GOLLEY AND LOREEN 
BLOODGOOD 
r----------------, 
The team celebrated their best season ever, 
setting an Ursinus record for wins in a season 
with 29, (final record 29-8). Bears won a share 
of the Centennial Conference title and earned a 
berth in the ECAC Division III South Tourna-
ment. Ursinus won the champion hip. 
icole Kiwak was named player of the 
Year in the Centennial Conference and was 
named a regional Academic All-American and 
a Third Team All-American. 
**The Bears received national publicity when 
they hit four home runs in an inning on April 
19th. icole Kiwak hit a grand slam, Chris 
Sofka smacked a three-run homer, Loreen 
Bloodgood hit a two-run homer, and Katie 
Polgar ripped a solo shot, all in that order.** L ________________ ~ 
BEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEAlj 
t 99S URSINUS LACROSSE 
SEASON RECORD 12-4 
VONNIE GROS ( HEAD COACH ), DENNIS SHORT ( ASSISTANT COACH), KRIS ALGEO, JUDY 
M A RCUS , JEN STONE , AMY MINNICH , KRIS SCHUMANN , ELLEN COSGROVE , LISA SU , COLLEEN 
SABOL, MISSY MYERS , KIMIKO TROTT, CAROLYN BARTOSIEWICZ , NICOLE RODRIGUEZ, 
MICHELLE DERDERIAN , JEN HOWE , KELLY PORTSER , SARINA COMISKEY , CHRIS CHO, MEME 
HAMLIN , JEN KN E B E LS, AMY LANDIS , DENISE KRCH , KRISTEN BALDINI , MISSY MULQUEEN , 
KIM RYAN , AND PATTY MCGINTY 
Coach Short offers some words of 
wisdom to junior Jen Howe and 
freshman Kris Algeo 
!lAlISIOOBEABSIOOBEABSIOOBEABSIOOBEABSIOOBEABSIOOBEABSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIGOBEARSIOOBEABS!OOBEABS!OOBEABSIGOBEARSIOOBEABSIGOBEARS!OOBEABSIOOBEABS!GOBEARSIOOBEABS!OOBEABSI 
1995 URSINUS MEN' S TENNIS 
BACK Row : PETER EVANCHKI , MATT CIESINSKI , MIKE GAMBLE , AND COACH DEL ENGSTROM 










The Bears' overall record was 5-8. The 
team finished strong by winning five of 
their last seven matches. Their only losses 
in that stretch were to nationally ranked 








I L _________________ ~ 
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1995 URSINUS WOMEN ' S TENNIS 
COACH ED MANNING, MICHELLE LIM , COLLEEN CALLAHAN , ERIN CALLAHAN , MARY 
GREISS, AND HEATHER WILLIAMS 
ANDREA HOPPEL, COURTNEY KRAEMER , HEATHER DROMGOOLE , AND KATE WEINRICH 
r,-------, I Season record 0-9. I 
I The Lady Bears had I 
I a rebuilding season I 
Michelle Lim with an effortless 
follow-through 
I I I under first-year I 
I coach Ed Manning. I 
L _______ .J 
nr.mODlSIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIIVliBODISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIlVliIIIOOISIIVliBODISIIYZ 
-'-'~----~'i 
ERIN BLATTNER , 
APRIL BROWN , 




ARIANA DUBYNIN , 
ANDREA GAITAN , 
STACY HARDEN , 
ERIKA HAUBER , 
CHRISTINE KEYES , 
SKYE LAIDLAW , 
MICHELLE LANDIS , 
SUZANNE LASCALZA , 
LAUREN NEWKIRK, 
RACHELLE PECOVSKY , 
JEN SENG , 
AMY SHIVERY , 
ALLYSON SMITH , 
MICHELE UNDERWOOD, 
JESSICA VANDYKE 
1995 URSINUS MEN ' S 
TRACK 
ASHLEY ANDERSON , 
KEITH BEAULIEA , 
MATTHEW CAIA , 
BRIAN DELIN , 
JUSTIN FAUTH , 
STEVE GARBARINI , 
TROY GEHRET, 
JEFF KUKLINSKI , 
MIKE LEASE, 
MIKE McCUEN , 
DAVID MYERS, 
MARK PARKS, 
RYAN SAVITZ , 
T . J . SIGGLEAKIS, 
KEVIN STRATTON , 
AND ERIC WIDMAIER 
,------1 
I COACH: I 
I PETER CROOKE I 
ASSISTANT 
I COACHES: I 
I BRIAN MEDINA AND I 
I RICK HESS I 
L ______ -.I 
The me~nd wome;-ofth-; Ursinu;track";nd fi eldteam-;-displayed ~ceptional~ills thi~eason. Sa~a~l~ --I 














individual championships at the Centennial Conference Track & Field meet. Both the Ur inus men' and women's I ~ 
teams placed fourth . Caggiano also placed second in the long jump and fourth in the high jump. Pecov sk y was also I E 
fo urth in the discus, while Skye Laid law and Brown placed second and fourth in the shot put re pectively. David I ~ I 
























1995 URSINUS GOLF 
SEASON RECORD 4-2-1 
BACK Row: 
JEFF SUMNER, 
CHRIS STEIN , 
GARY KNITTEL (CAPTAIN), 
AND ANDREW BONEKEMPER (CAPTAIN) 
FRONT Row: 
SEAN CAMPBELL, 
BRIAN KAT IS, 




The Bears placed second at the Gettysburg 
Invitational and fourth at the Centennial 
Conference meet. Gary Knittel was the 
Bears' top player. He earned medalist hon-







tees one up 
10 L _______________ .J 
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Michelle Derderian looking 










- Promoting Diversity 
l 
-r-'''--I(-)Ir-'Y _ _ 
Pictured (left to right): Robert [N US 
Artis, Colleen Holland, Ariane J E G E 
Stale, Darnel Lee, and Sonia 
Dayal 
Beard W"ood Chell1ical Society 
The Beardwood Chemi-
cal Society consists of 
members who are inter-
ested in the study of 
chemistry. Throughout .. 
the semester, they hold 
meetings on various 
topics related to chem-
istry. During each meet-
ing, there are guest 
speakers renowned for 
the knowledge or ac-
complishments they 
possess within their re-
spective fields. The so-
ciety is open to all stu-
dents regardless of their 
major. 
- Developing New Ideas Through Science 
pf 01( TAB f THE ! LE ·.~EN1S 
o 
Whitians Society 
-Women Leading Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow 
] 
The Whitian Society was founded in 1939 at Ursinus College by Dr. Elizabeth B. White, Professor of 
History and Dean of Women. The society recognizes the achievements of women who have 
distinguished themselves through outstanding academic performance, in addition to leadership and 
service to the College. Election to the society is limited to second-semester juniors. 
Members Incl ud e: Ellen Cosgrove (President), Kate Laubach (Record ing Secretary), Laureen Bloodgood, Hea ther 
Foreman, Jen Hagerty, Laura Lecrone, Sarah Lee, Julie Tonnessen, Hea ther Leach, and Deborah William on. 
Beta Beta Beta Biological Honor Society · 
- Advancing in the Field of Biology 
Members Include: Steven Wagner (President), Rima Bizri (Vice-President), Claire Zeberkiewicz 
(Treasurer), Kristen Cornell (Secretary), Kim Doa n (Historian), Robert M. Altman, Jamiel 
Ambrad, Chris Atkinson, Loreen Bloodgood, Lisa A. Bogle, Eric Bohn, Nha Dominic Bu i, David 
Chrzanowski, Jason Colflesh, Mark Daly, Alicia Ann Darby, Jeffrey T. Dare, John K. Derderian, 
Jennifer Derstine, Danielle C. Deschenes, Jennifer Ann Donecker, N icole M. Eberwein, Michael 
Engler, Amanda Susan Fingerlin, Karen E. Fleshan. Charles G. Gallagher, Michael J. Gamble, 
Francesca Giaimo, Lisa A. Gia nnone, Dawn Hallowell, Jennifer Hasan, Jennifer Hagerty, Curt 
Heimbach, Shawn Holden, Kelly Hoopes, Scott E. Houchins, Lauren R. Jefferis, Kristen M. 
Jensen, Jason H. Dindt, Nicole A. Kiwak, Jeffrey M. Kuklinski, John Laughlin, Richard H. K. Le, 
Heather B. Leach, Jed Livitas, Elizabeth Louka, Robert J. Mac ea l, Ca thleen E. Malone, Michael 
E. March, Blu Matsell, Rega n L. McCann, Sean P. McGlinn, Amanda J. Mishizen, Edgar C. Moore, 
Jessica Morin, Dianna J. Paul, Edward Knight Pavillard, Jami Pehlman, Matthew Robert Pepe, 
Dena Procaccini, Jennife r Danine Rupprecht, Gary S. Shapiro, Robin Simpson, Christine A. Sofka, 
Francis Quigly, Lauren E. Robinson, icole Dionesia Rodriguez, Torre Ruth, Senu Sanka, James 
Stinchon, Brenda L. Stryjewski, Robert Teti, Elaine Tucker, Vanessa Voss, Denise C. Welsh, Lisa 
Lenore Wessner, Eric Widmaier, Melanie A. Williams, Brigid Danielle Williamson, Michele 
Wlodarczyk, Nicole M. Wood, and Fa ith Anita Zerbe. 
u.c. Hot S.H.O.T.S. 
This organization is an honor 
society which recognizes indi-
viduals who excel in the field 
of biological science. The soci-
ety functions to help guide 
these individuals with career 
choices and decisions concern-
ing post-graduate education. 
This is accomplished, in part, 
by organizing plant trips to 
local businesses and factories 
within the medical and bio-
technological industry. The 
organization's leaders gather 
material from various gradu-
ate programs and present that 
informa tion to members of 
both the society and the stu-
dent body of Ursinus. 
- Caring Students in the Community 
The founding members are: (left to right) JoAnne Sickeri, 
Kevin Stratton, and Bea trice May. 
~ Organizations 
U.c. Hot S.H.O.T.5, Students Helping Others Through 
Service, is an outreach organization founded to aid and 
promote philanthropic projects from campus organiza-
tions to the surrounding community. They provide "pre-
packaged" service projects which include contact names, 
advertisement ideas, and activity schedules. Hot 
S.H.O.T.5. may even arrange transportation to and from 
a service function for student volunteers. If you want to 
reach beyond the option packages available to you, Hot 
S.H.O.T.5. is willing to help you arrange a project based 
on your own imaginative ideas. Community service is 
rewarding, fulfilling, and can also be a stepping stone to 
future opportunities. So don't wait- get involved today! 
Brovvnback -Anders Pre-Med 
- Future Doctors of America 
The Brownback-Anders Premedi-
cal Society is an organization for stu-
dents who are planning to attend 
Medical School. Many of these stu-
dents are either Biology, Chemistry, 
or Pre-Med majors. Meetings for the 
organization are held monthly. Dur-
ing each meeting there is a topic dis-
cussed dealing with the field of medi-
cine. 
- -
Brownback-Anders Premedica l Society: (from left) Dr. Robin Clauser, Eric Widmaier (Presi-
dent), Elizabeth Louka (Vice-President), Eric Bohn (Editor), Jeffrey Dare (Secretary) , and 
Dheeraj Taranath (Treasurer). 
Exercise And Sports Science Club 
- Keeping Athletes Going 
Members include: (left to right) Del Engstrom, Justine Ashworth, Abby, Andy Ruhf, Brian 
Webster, Sarina Comiskey, Scott Chalbert, John Noone, and Joel Schofer 
Alllnesty International 
- Striving For Freedom 
The ESS Club is intended for all stu-
dents who are majoring in Exercise 
and Sports Science. Many of these 
students can be found in the training 
room helping out with athletic inju-
ries. The ESS major at Ursinus is a 
rigorous program that thoroughly pre-
pares the student for his/her future. 
Amnesty International is an independent world wide human rights 
movement working impartially for the release of all prisoners of 
conscience, fair, prompt trials for political prisoners, and an end to 
torture and executions. 
Members Incl ude: jim Shoemaker (Coordinator), jess ica Morin (Coordinator), Karen Smith (Secretary), Chri tine Eichelberger (Publicity Secretary), 
Morgan Word ley (Treasurer), Cerise Bennett, Brenda Stryjewski, Sarah Hopkins, Shelly Miller, jen Courtney, Christine Stella, and Krista Schweers. 
Fellowship of Christian Athletes 
- Keepin~ The Faith -
This organization holds weekly meet-
ings, during which time two of its 
members present a lesson about 
God's presence, especially in the 
realm of sports. Topics for lessons 
are chosen from a variety of spiritual 
and motivational books. Discussions 
involve such abstract ideas as: win-
ning, the temptation of cheating, set-
backs, etc. and also cover more promi-
nent issues, like dating and trust. 
Members Include: Brian Suth (President), Ellen Cosgrove (Vice-President), Luara Coulter 
(Treasurer), Jeff Kazio (Secretary), Kristen Bald ini, Rick Colvin, Kevin Flanagan, Mary Hea rl, 
Gavin Kenned y, Bill Stiles, Erin Burke, and T.J. Coyle. 
French Club 
- France At Ursinus 
The members of the French 
Club are true lovers of the 
French culture and language. 
In addition to meeting weekly 
at luncheons where they con-
verse in this language of love, 
they also attend French mov-
ies each month. Periodically, 
the club organizes its own wine 
and cheese party. 
I 
Members includ e: Judie Marcus, Heather Clarke, Ariane Stale, Heather Ramsay, 
Meg Bergner, Semy Forman, Clare Zeberkiewicz, and Tremain Stanley 
Junior Class 
Officers 
- Representing U.C.'s 
Largest Class 
President Clare Zeberkiewicz, Treasurer Jen Stone, Vice-
l President Katie Polgar, Secretary Ka te Steel, Christine 
, Sofka, a talie Pergine, and Darnell Lee 
The Grizzly - Black and White and Read All Over 
The Grizzly is our weekI ycam-
pus publication. Each week 
it fea tures articles about stu-
dent life and world news. In 
The Grizzly, readers can find 
movie reviews, security blot-
ters, and numerous editori-
als. 
Staff Include: Margot Kelley (Faculty Ad visor), Marc Ellman and Mark Leiser (Co-Editors in Chief), 
Jayson Blocksidge, Hope Rinehimer, Thomas Epler, Doug Plitt, Colin Tucker, Tarik Qasim, Alicia Darby, 
Jill Schnader, Charlie Weingroff, Joel Schofer, Mi ke Fleming, Mike Fa rrand, Dominic Bui, Jen Courh1ey, 
Shannon Kinkaid, Ian Rhile, Corrie Stankiewicz, Will ia m Buckingham,Amy Davenport, icole D'Orsaneo, 
Laurie Fa lcone, David Graft, Stephanie Pira ino, and Fred Woll. 
Java Trench 
Members include: Jin1 Shoemaker (President), Chris Wirtalla (Treasurer), Jess Lamba (Public 
Relations), Lisa Olds (Biology Club Servant), Cerise Bennett (I nterior Decorator), Dianna Paul (Old 
Fai thful), Jen Young (Our Little Homemaker), Krista Schweers (Involuntary Volunteer), Hea ther 
Leach (M. I.A), and Doug Plitt (Doodler). 
SopholTIore Class 
Officers 
- Leading the Class of 1997 
Record ing Secretary Wendy Sa nds, Vice-Pre ident Ashok Pa rameswa ran, 
Correspond ing Secretary Mile Katusa, President Hea ther Kerlin (mi sing 
from picture: Treasurer Chris Deussi ng, Representati ves ik Bildzu kewicz 
and Rocco Iacullo.) 
- Coffee Talks 
The Java Trench is a student 
run coffee house. They pro-
vid e a supporti ve a tmo-
sphere for different organi-
za tions and interests. Such 
groups as the Literary Soci-
ety, Biology Club, Amnesty 
International, RHA / USGA / 
CAB, and the Philosophy 
Club meet on a weekly basis. 
A slew of musical talent, on 
and off campus, is fea tured 
on Sunday nights. 
Musser International 
- The World Under One Roof 
The Musser Interna-
tional Organiza tion 
views many cultur-
ally diverse films, as 
well as tastes cuisine 
from various coun-
tries. They also take 
many day trips to 
places such as: New 





Members Includ e: Dan iel Kiefer, Ethan Reeves, Edward Abbott, Jun Sasaki, Maxine Landau, Thomas Montemurno, 
James Toh, Nichole Hobbs (RA), Jen Hasa n, isha Buch, Jessica Chinault (Assistant House Coordinator), Liana 
Velazquez, Manish Gopa l, Yetzy Rodriquez, Megumi Ono, Lauren Steffen, Chris Gaskill, Karen Smith, Hidemi Hayashi, 
Stefa ny Cord rey, Liza Ferrara, Demian Lewis, AvishehJaymand, Minh Vu, Mari Kan,JoAnneSickeri, Dana VanBuskirk, 
Eric Ferragut, Charlo tte Strandberg, Sherry Shokouhi-Behnam, Dana Fosbenner (Treasurer), Nicola Wi lls, Sarah Lee 
(House Coordinator), Michael Donohue, Verena Hussong, Annette Hussong, Sophia Artis, Rob Teti (RA), Ellie 
Stutzman, Jill Schnader, Kristen Sabol (Kitchen Coordinator), Jason Col flesh, Tarik Qasim, and Mel Schursky 
Newman Society 
- Helping Others Through Religion 
Members Include: Carolyn Mc amara (President), Gissel Gazek (Vice-presi-
d ent), Sonny Pham (Vi ce-pres ide nt), Tri cia Tucker (sec re tary) , Kate 
Pinches(treasurer), Mike Antonio, Loreen Bloodgood, Dominic Bui,Jen Courtney, 
Chris Dappollone, Meera Domingo, Sonnya Espinal, Lisa Giannone, Alison 
Heely, Nicole Kiwak, Alicia Longshore, Shane McCrohan, and Susan Winters. 
~ Organizations 
This organization for Catholic students pro-
vides activities, discussions, speakers, musi-
cians, and fellowship for its members. Service 
opportunities to the Norristown Sou p Kitchen 
and other activities through Saint Eleanor's 
Church are available to the campus commu-
nity. Forums with clergy are held to answer 
students' questions about Catholicism in gen-
eral, as well as specified issues. 
Organization of COlllllluting Students 
This organiza tion' s purpose 
is to encourage commuters 
to get involved and become 
recognized in campus life. 
The organiza tion has several 
social occasions a year, in-
cl uding picnics, dinners, and 
holiday parties. The organi-
zation also performs many 
service activities. The new-
est activity to be added this 
year was the Halloween 
Haunted House which was 
a great success. 
- Friends From a Distance 
Members Include: Erich Adie, Erin Blattner, Amy Brungess, Lisa Eberz, Chris Fescina, Heather Foreman, 
Sormeh Ghaffari, Ken Gold enberg, Donna Grimm, Jaci Su Harris, Scott Hofmann, Dave Jones, Michelle Lewis, 
Kristin Lindenberg, Robyn McG rory, Melissa Myers, Mike agle, Corey ice, Wagd y Okaily, Marco Pagnoni, 
Luara Patterson, Mike Pizzi, Jared Rakes, Joe Romano, Sea n Sarles, Isis Shanbaky, Clementina Spinosa, Paul 
Tongiani, Jen Turnier, Vanessa Voss, Andrew White, Dave Webb, Dave McG uigan, Roman Bish, and Hera 
Walker. 
Pi Nu Epsilon 
- Music on Campus 
Pi Nu Epsilon is a musical organization on campus. Besides sharing a common 
interest in music, its members participate in many activities, including the annual 
Airband competition. 
The Ruby 
- Capturing the Year's Memories 
co-Editors ......................... Pam Bitzer and Stacey Stauffer 
Advertising Editor.. ......... Courtney Kraemer 
Seniors Editors .................. Tarik Qasim and Mel Schursky 
Organizations Editors ...... Danny Ly and Lisa Olds 
Photographer .......... .... .. .... Victoria Bennison 
Proofreaders and 
Caption Editors ................ Nate Anderson and Shawn Ware 
Right to Life of Ursinus 
- Life is Priceless 
---~--
PSI CHI 
- Distinguished Members 0 Psychology 
Members Include: Dr. Richardson (Advisor), BrianSuth (President), Maria Aumick, Ticia Bouchat, Lisa Eberz, Allyson 
Flynn, Jennifer Helverson, Tanya Kaszyski, Kristen Lindberg, Jessica A. Mancini, Heidi McMichael, Carolyn 
Mc amara, Lara Megerian, Sandra Mossman, Karen O'Connor, Mark Romano, and Old Members: Monica Figueroa, 
Catherine Laubach, Elizabeth Wilde, Alex Schaa l, Dan Fishman, Robert Jacoby, and Kristen Miskar. 
)6 . 'ani:aliol1s 
The Lantern 
- The Display of Creative Writing 
Staff Include: Jon Volkmer (facul ty advisor), Erin Gorman 
(Editor), Sonny Regelman, Jim Maynard, Patricia Daley, 
Heather Mead, Sophia Artis, Matt Caia, Ellen Cosgrove, 
Elizabeth Cullen, Chris Deussing, Hea ther Jagaczewski, 
Mile Katusa, Laura Lecrone, Dennis McCa rthy, Douglas 
Plitt, Kristen Sabol, Lawrence Sabol, Lawrence Santucci, 
Erec Smith, and Karen Tyson 
Psychology Club 
- Looking at Life Through the Mental Scheme 
.-----. 
Jazz EnseInble 
- All Jazzed Up and Ready to Go 
The Psychology Club is in-
volved in many activites that 
encompass all of the students 
in this club. Many of the stu-
dents visit Norristown State 
Mental Ins titution on ce a 
week to volunteer their ser-
vices. Also, a program was 
implemented that trains these 
students to teach Graterford 
Prison inmates how to read . 
Both of these programs have 
been very successful. 
Members Incl ud e: Mark Leiser,Seth Tanner, Jen Donecker, Dave Laga nella, Justin, Colin Tucker, Dan Butz, huck 
Blackledge, Jon Grady, Todd Brennaman, Ed Abbott, ick Bacci no, a nd Mike Pi zzi. 
Intervarsity Christian Fellowship 
- Spreading His Word 
Intervaristy is an organiza-
tion composed of students 
who share a similar faith. 
They meet on a weekly basis, 
both for large group meet-
ings and small group discus-
sions. They also offer alter-




- Service With a Smile 
Members Including: Stephanie Horling (President), Diana Paul (Vice President), Nisha Buch (secretary), 
Robin Scheideler (treaurer), Lisa Louka, Pa m Manlio, Kim Petrosky, Jennifer Urban, Danielle Deschenes, 
ancy Kendig, Cecylia Kelley, Meme Hamlin, Lea Herzog, Elizabeth Egoville, and Jean Dickhart. 
The Ursinus Service Club 
helps to better the commu-
nity with service projects. 
Some of these projects include 
Head Start, Red-Cross blood 
drives, Daffodil Days, and 
visits to nursing homes. 
~ Organizations 
Concert Band 
- Hop on the Bandwagon 
Members Include: Mark Leiser (President), Jen Donecker (Vice-President), Sarah Lee (Secretary/ Treasurer), 
Ca rolyn Mc amara, Jill Schnader, Linda Rogers, Jennifer Rolette, Monica Jushchyshyn, Cathy Malone, Mandy 
Fingerlin, Hollie Fetter, Karen Drew, Jason Kline, Seth Tanner, Dave Laganella, Chuck Blackledge, Jon Grady, 
Todd Brenneman, Colin Tucker, and Danny Ly. 

.10 
1994 Homecoming Court (left to right): Ianice Smith escorted by ZX's Mike Engler, O'Chi's Kristen Baldini 
escorted by Sig Rho's Dave Fosbenner, O'Chi's Lexi Quinn excorted by POD's Mike Lafferty,Phi Psi's Michelle Lyons 
escorted by Delta Pi's Mike Farrand,APE's Frank Pettolina escorted Tau Sig's Colleen Callahan, O'Chi 'sAmy Landis 
escorted by Chi Rho Psi's John Paul Williams, Phi Psi's Brenda Frantz escorted by Beta Sig's Nick Baccino, Tau Sig's 
Ellen Disney escorted by APO's Dheeraj Taranath, and 1993 Homecoming Queen, Heather Colvin 
With forty-two seconds left in the Homecoming football game against Johns 
Hopkins, Ron Floyd caught the winning touchdown pass thrown by quarterback 
Brian Lafond, ending the game with a 21-20 victory for the Ursinus College 
Bears. The above photo shows Coach Crosby directing pre-game drills. 
Please check off one box so that if 
lost, you may be returned 
to your owner 
,---------1 
I I 
I 1994 I 
I I 
I Homecoming I 
I I 
I Queen I 
I I L _________ .J 
(left)- Janice Snlith & 
her escort. Mike Engler 
(right)-Amy Landis & her 
escort. lohn Paul Williams 
(left)-Brenda Frantz & 
her escort. Nick Baccino 
(right)-Lexi Quinn & her 




I Colleen I I I 
: Callahan : 
I I 
L _________ .J 
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Members of O'Chi costumed as the Monolopy board game 
Class President Brian Riordan as "The Wind-
Blown Man" and fellow POD brother, Eric 
Widmaier, impersonates Howard Stern 
Heather Leach, 
Rob Teti, and 
Kate Laubach 
show school 
spirit by posing 
as U. C. campus 
sculptures 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • The annual Senior Hal- • 
loween party was held at • 
Birchwood on Thursday, : 
October 27th. The night • 
was full of food, drinks, : 
and dancing. There were • . . . many mterestmg cos-
tumes such as: 
-Laverne & Shirley 
-A nun 
-"Pat" from SNL 
-An Adele Boyd 
impersonator 
-Fred & Barney 
-Elvis 




• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Dheeraj Taranath as Bob 
Marley and his 
Jamaican friend 
... Three KDK sisters, Jen Hagerty, Liz 
Wilde, and Cindy Kline, ask, 
"Can we melt in your mouth?" 
Skye Laidlaw, Ellen Disney, and Autumn Boyer, "Delta 
Delta Delta, can we help ya, help ya, help ya?!" 
Rebecca Strawbridge 
overlooking a canal in 
Strasbourg, France 
(left)-Tustine and Corrine Boettger enjoying 
an Aussie beer, Toohey's Red, in Australia 
Eurinika Edwards in front of a 
Bob Marley statue at the 
University of West 
Indies in Jamaica 
HAUNTED HOUSE 
1 -------------, 
I In 1994 CAB implemented a new idea to I 
I add more spirit to the Halloween season. I 
I Campus organizations decorated Wismer I 
I rooms to create a haunted house. The pro- I 
I ceeds were contributed to a charity. I L _____________ -.J 
r; -------------:l 
I Each spring, female organizations nominate I 
I a guy whom they feel deserves the title "Mr. I 
I Ursinus." During the competition, each I 
I candidate is judged in a number of different I 
I categories. Proceeds go to a charity of the I 
I winner's choice. Pictured above is 1995 I 
I "Mr. Ursinus,"Jayson Blocksidge with KDK's I 
I Carol Brewer, whose musical routine was : 
: "The Three Amigos." He chose to donate the I 
I profits to the family of Ryan Auch '98, who I 
~~recentl~i~nosed wit!0eukemia. _-.J 
1/111',£ .LTif£ 1/ 
BOB SMITH 
,---------------, 
: MR. URSIN US : 
: CANDIDATE NOMINATED BY : 
I Jayson Blocksidge KDK I 
I Jeff Kazio Cheerleaders & Friends I 
: Robert Clements Sig Nu : 
I Demian Lewis U Phi D I 
I Doug Hovey O'Chi I 
I Stu Kukla Tau Sig I L _______________ ~ 
i The Campus Activitie-;-Board is respon-i 
I sible for providing entertainment for I 
: Ursinus students. They present a vari- : 
I ety of COMEDIANS and 111r9V- I 
I I 
L 1E$..-each semester. I ------------------1 
LORELEI 
,---------------, 
I In recognition of Valentine's Day, the annual Lorelei I 
I dance was held at theWestover Inn & Country Club I 
Ion Saturday, February 11 tho Those that attended I 
I enjoyed delicious refreshments and non-alcoholic I 
I drinks. They also danced to an array of music and I 
I participated in the Electric Slide and the Chicken I 
I Dance. I L _______________ ~ 
D.C. BENNY 
"Execution of Justice" 
CAST: j oyce Henry (director), Daniel Barry, Lori Engler, john Barbour, Erec Smith , Bill Buckingham, Laura Owens, Steve 
CaW"ianni, Amanda Finch, Nicholas Baccino, Christopher Iacono, john Reick, Heather Leach, Caroline Kurtz, Benjamin Barbor, 
Monroe Barrick, Kristen Baldini, jim Shoemaker, Laura Owens, David Van Benthuysen, jessica Miller, Christina Dappollone, 
Kurt Richter, Catherine Laubach, Joseph Amrani, Thomas Apple, and Anthony Houston 
Ben Barbor and Dan Barry show how 
intense courtroom drama can be 
Bill Buckingham, Jack Reick, and Laura Owens 
want to make sure justice is executed 
1-----------------------------, 
I In 1978,DanWhite,a City Supervisor in San Francisco, shot and killed the liberal Mayor I 
I George Moscone and City Supervisor Harvey Milk, the first avowedly homosexual elected I 
I official. This play was based on trial records and interviews of those involved. I L _____________________________ ~ 
First place "vinners, The Jackson Five, amidst humorous and talented "R & B" 
performance (Tirnika Lightfoot, Nina Small, Ayannah Gentry, Tanisha Hayes,Michael 
Bryan, Troy Kearney, Melvin Schursky, Ryan Hemphill, Nisha Buch, Tarik Qasim, 
Kylla Herbert, and Emilia Feniak). 
The J 995 Cll1nuClI ./Tirbal1c1 competition inl roclucecl sl udenls 1 t?ilh all 
sorts qf lCllenls.'PI·oceedsfro rn. I h e er en i IIg ~t/ere dOilaled 10 1Vissahicko n 
ftospice in memory qf fr. ..jlnlhony Xal1e,.fal/ler qf Kalhy rXane '95. 
TllE'Mes, Kristen Baldini andJoe Simione, kepl Ih e shol-{; runlltng 
smootllly. 'pearL/red acts Ii/ere: 
X1)J( pelfonned ") 00% Cf>ure J.gt/e" 
V Phi f) peJjorrned "Boogie 1Voogie Bugle if3oy" 
and ".JiI·ee j?our lYIil1d" 
r:J>i . Lt epsilon peljorrnecl "f30hemian flJwpsody" 
Tau Sig pelformed Brady Bunch's "Xeep On " 
lYIarlial j lrts Club peliorrned "Vanger 7 one" 
·Sig . riA pelj"ormed '·Jfew./fge Girl" 
V C lady Bears pelforrneci "Basketball" 
Gymnastics Team pelj"ormed "Black Cal" 
Beta Sig peljorrneci "The rDevil IVenl DO~t/n 
Buzzy pauses to allow fans 
to photograph her 
to Georgia" 
O'Chi peljormed a musical medley 
TheJackson .1"il:;e peljormed "1\. .. rf3" (above)- Rob Teti and other RA's lip synched and danced in the host performance to Salt-n-Pepa's "Shoop" 
(left)- Ellen Cosgrove leads the women's basket-
ball team with artist Kurtis Blow's "Basketball" 
~ 
----------------------~--------------
Marty Paulina and Tom Simkiss in 
Walt Disney World over Spring Break 
on a mad search for Mickey Mouse 
-
The women's basketball team taking a break from 
games in the Bahamas during Winter Break 
Jeff Kazio and Brian Suth between margaritas in 
Cancun, Mexico over Spring Break 
Combining tennis and fun wasn't too difficult for the tennis 
teams at Hilton Head, South Carolina over Spring Break 
The baseball team takes advantage 
of a beautiful day for playing ball 
while in Florida over Spring Break 
Anne-Marie Parker takes advantage of the springtime sun 
"You gotta quit tying my shoes together, Stu!" 
(Stu Kukla & Brian Wolford) 
... you do the hokey pokey and you 
turn yourself around ... 
(Rob Teti) 
Wayne Dudley, Heath VanFleet, and Brian Baldia drinking a few ... sodas? 
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"It was the BIGGEST bird I've ever seen!" 
(Erin Gorman & Christine Eichelberaer) 
Dan Barry angrily fends off adoring fans 
• 
'li 
Bad hair day? 
"Shiny Happy People" 
(Fran Knebels and friends) 
Weebles wobble BUT they don't fall down 
Hey Mike, I'm not that kind of girl! 
(Amy Davenport & Mike Tucci) 
••••••••••••••••••• 
fipril 29thl;I/as the an-
nual cSpring $ lingfesti-
~<)aL...sfls the photos rel/eal, 
the day was filled (;I/ith 
an array offwl actil/ities. 
In addition to cSutno 
wrestling~ a I/elcro wall, a 
dunk lank, pie thrOl;cJing~ 
and other booths, there • 
was a picl1ic(;l~ith $5.00 
all-you-can-dril1kfor the 
ajlernooll. ~Spring.!fling 
conciuded lA:Jilh a concert 
by the well-known band 
They M ight1Je Giants . 
. slll! proceeds fro 1 11 the day 
W'ere donatedw the 
J:gukelnia ,sociely. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
YEAH! YEAH ... I know, I know!!!!!! 
(Eric Lieberman, Carl Brandreth, Rob Gorelick) 
Goldfish shots- $.50 or 3 for $1 
(Sheri Rice & Kim Baxter) 
"After we get to my professor's window, you'll climb up and throw me the test." 
(Scott Strong & Mike Reed) 
"J can screech this loud!" 
(Nicole D'Orsaneo & Kim Benn) 
(right) 
Everything okay, Eric? 
(Eric Fromol) 
j 
Typical Cowboys fan 
(Scott Mangini & George Kostas) 
Where's Waldo? 
I 
We promote personal growth and individuality ... as a group. 
(O'Chi sisters) 
"I'll slide down the banister if you do!" 
(Tony Esposi (0 & Jennifer Vass) 
"Do you have any idea why people keep taking photos of us?" 
(Jeff Stock & Anthony Jordan) 
"I AM the man!" 
(Ted Gulesserian, Sean Harrison, & Prof. Steven Grabania) 
"Everything will be okay. Just follow me ... " 
Claudia Ann Highbaugh was the bacca-
laureate speaker for the 1995 graduation 
ceremony 
Scott Landis offers prayers for 
grace and guidance 
Bomberger Hall in all 
of its excellence 
Dr. Peter Jessup leads the baccalaureate recessional 
Marty Paulina and Bill Szlanic were late for 
every college class, why should graduation be any 
different? 
Life is GOOD 
"I'm trying to tell you guys that after today, there is no more fun and games." 
(Jeff Fell , Dan Fishman, Brian Wilson, Mike Lafferty, and Curt Heimbach) ( 12y 
nd when you finally flyaway, I'll be 
hoping that I seroed 
r--------------------------------, 
ou well ... 
3tudent speaker Dheeraj Taranath reminds the 
sraduates that "wherever you go in life ... every 
person you encounter and every interaction 
rou experience, whether good or bad, will con-
crib ute to your essence as a person; your indi-
viduality." He commends Ursinus for prepar-
lng them for the world ahead, realizing that "it 
ls better to be prepared for an opportunity and 
~ot have one, than to have an opportunity and 
~ot be prepared." 
> 
Senior class president Brian 
Riordan reflectively tells fellow 
classmates, "I'm not only honored 
to be a graduate of Ursin us, but 
I' m extremely proud to be a gradu-
ate of Ursinus, class of 1995." 
Commencement speaker Mitchel Sayare 
urges seniors to make a difference by becom-
ing players not only in graduate school and 
in their workplace, but above all to become "a 
player in life." r----------....., 
Thomas Hall entertains 
graduates and guests wi th 
beautiful music 
President Strassburger looks fondly over the 
class of 1995 
Linda Rogers 
Mary Lisa Smolen 
or all the wisdom of a lifetime, no 
one can ever tell ... 
~ 
ut whatever road you choose, I'm 
right behind you win or lose ... 
Mario Barrucco and Kristen Baldini 
128 Flip those tassels '95 
Colleen Callahan 
Rebecca Turchik and Joanna Dorris 
APE's seniors looking amazed to be graduated 
••• 
Well ... it's o I "er. W ho would ha j;)e ej;)er g uesseelthatl l/e could haj;)e prodl-lced a 14~ 
page book in two weeks?! V nlil flrJay 1 st, due to financial restraints, we thoug ht th( 
ideas that ~pe hadfor 'Ihe 1995 11uby would rem,ain only as apart of our rninels aile 
"muld nej;)er become a tang ible keepsake. 13u t once g ij;)enthe opportun i ty to elej;)e/o/. 
these ideas, we found that th ey vt)ere not only a part of our minels but also a part 0 
our hearts. TV ith the lirrliled arnount of time that we hadfor collecting photos an~ 
gathering information. we tried ow' best to capture the mom,ents of the 199-1-95 y ew 
at V rsinus as they happened. 
'There are rna ny, many people in the V rsinus College community that hOi/( 
been inst rwnental in the prodLLction of this book. WithOLtitheir help, we nel'er COl-lie 
haj;)e done it. Our sincere thanks goes to rj)r.John Pilg rim and rj)eanJloug hto, 
J(arl.efor their compassion and optirnism that allol-!Ped us to see the brig hter side te 
th e burelen that vl'as placed upon our shoulders. This rn.uch needed encoumgemel1 
allowed us to rc{ocus our priorities, and their sensitit1ity rejlected the College ': 
concern for its students to corne .first .. y1lso, a special thanks to ,fllina MorQlvski 
I j;)hose sympathetic understanding~ as afellol,j;) student leader, helpeel us to justify ow 
f eeling s offi"ustmtion y et see beyond them. 
There is one person that iA,e must thankfor her willingn ess to help in any ~IYl.L 
possible. M rs. Sally C{(app is truly a vl/onele1iul person. She somehovl? found a WOt 
to get us ej;)erything that I,t,."as needed. W ith,out her, there vl,ouldn't hcu?e been ~ 
m ethod to our rnadness! 
'[he editor of the athletics section v"as essen tially C/)QI'e Sherman. Vl ithou t hi: 
g roup photog raphs, canelids, and ~l:>rite-ups, there would hCL!?e been 20 less pages il 
our book. Thanks for corning throug h on all of our last rninute dem,anels. 
Vi llile the rest oj the stu,dent body left campus to begin their summers, H/I 
continued to enjoy W ismerfood and all-nighters (el?en thoug hflnals "I'ere o j;)er). Ii 
order to complete this book, "I'e had to rely on many others on carnpus. 'This ga !?( 
us the opportunity to become aquainted Ivith those I'I/hom J,I?e would not hcm 
otherwise know n. Our gerw.ine thanks goes to the C{(esidence l ife qUice, ComInunications Office, C{(egistrar's Office, anc 
President's Office for their prompt assistance. W e v!?OuZd also like to thank the Student,sfIcti j;)ities O(flcefor all of their help 
particularlyJaeJIi l'ely jar pelforrning abol'e and beyond OLLr expectations. We thank the Vaw leys, Tcnn JYeill, and Stem w/1e 
certainly made our li j;)es nwre bearable by helping us to get aLL of the computer equipment we neecled to g et started. We woule 
also like to thank W ismer jar keeping us/ed, and the maintanence m en jar keeping us awake by sml'ing and pounding nex 
to our room at 8 a.m. el'ery morning. they made us reali-:::,e that we really could surj;)i j;)e on three hours o.fsleep a night. 
filthoug h we were ultimately responsible for the production of this book. the help frolTl those on OLLr staff made OLLr job easier 
Vanny, 'T arik, and Mel- Il?e thank youfor all of your help, particularly in teaching us the program. 'Tori, thanks jar jumpin~ 
in second sem,ester and always being there to snap just one I'nore picture. COIArtney, thank you for taking the initiatic>e- YOL 
took a large burclen off o.f our shoulders. 
'There ~I'ere many people I-!pho helped us celebmteourjoys and listen to ourf1ustrations.,fIlwge thanks lO oLLIfeLlow resident: 
oJ62-1, Cindy, M el, filly, COLLrtney , M issy, and 'Tanya,jor offering ears and hugs. 
f special thank you lO Sue 'Thomas for her compassion arl.d sincerity. Sue, all of the encouraging talks and homemade breoc 
made ow' extended serrlester not seem so bad. y ou hal'e been a true Fiend. 
,jlmidst our tvl'O ~I'eeks of non-slOp y earbook, it's amazing that there FI'ere actually 17'wments oJlaughter andjim. Thank YOL 
JVate and ShQlvn jar all oj the many hOLLrs 0.[ endless prooFeading and caption creating and for tolerating our non-listenine 
skills. '[hanks jar forcing us to take a break, el'en !f it I'l7 eant a random waterjtght and jar helping us to laugh at each othel 
by getting the "chunb look." 
1'his experience has taug ht LIS that we can't ahmys control el'erything~ but that vl/e must pw our trust in the J:grd to guicLt 
us. 'Through the good and the bad, no rnatlerwhat OW" state of mind, the pOl;j/er of prayer has kept our spirits alive. Ow' parent: 
andJamilies hal'e g ij;)en us support l;I'ith ~l~ords, prayers, and rnost importantly, their /o['"e. Without the beliefs they instillec 
within us, we J,I,oLLldn 't ha j;)e been able to contimLe amidst the pressure. GI'en though this is our third y ear away from lwmf 
~l,e hal'e nel'er more missed our beds, homemade food, and '[J......C that only families can gil'e. 
It vms through the help 0.[ all these people and others that we were able to complete the impossible and gain such afeelin!:. 
o.[accornplishrnent. fi s you tum throug h theflnalpages of this book, we hope that it brings eacho.[you as many joys andhapp,~ 
m emories as it has to us. 
'Thanks again and best ]'I'ishes, 
1995 Ruby Co-editors 

Congratulations 
to the Class of 1995 
OJ 
from CPresident Strassburger 
and the CUrsinus College 
cJ30ard of cJ)irectors 
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Friends of tne Ursinus library 
Congratulate tne Class of 1995 
Through annual dues and gifts to the loyalty fund, friends of the Ursinus 
Library make possible the development of special collections, exhibits, and 
occasional lectures. Individuals, as friends, interpret the Ursinus Library to 
their community and encourage gifts from others. Benefits to friends include 
free use of the library, a newsletter, and invitations to special events. 
Providing for the objective needs of the library is an important objective of 
the friends. 
Clu88 Df 1995, 
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'Irina , 
J'IO thing has el/er corne easy for you. Y ou hal/e Ol/ercorne n~any 
hardships. Y our lnatLtrity and strength hal/e seen you through this last 
sen~ester. V{!ith the 
SLtpport of 
f r i en d s, 
entire farn-
h a l/ e 
crossroads 












not ask for 
a better daughter. 
'I'here is a "cJ>op cJ>opsfIngel" whose halo is glowing especially bright, 
with pride f or his "cJ>rincess ': 
~O tic YsfI (more than chicken soup) 
Mon~ ~ C/Jad (aka '[ornata ~ Snooper) 
"THE FUTURE IS OURS" 
The future is ours, for we are tomorrow. 
The future is a sea of possibilities, we are the swimmers. 
The future is something to look forward to. 
The future is bright, because it shines in our eyes. 
Written by: 
Katrina Petroski 
Grade 8 Room 3 
June 1987 
ca l\JeKATVLA nO.NS 
Y:JLAJ{XY 
you HAVe FASHION ED youF\ C/\ST NE."T OF f\ 10 \'~EvGE/ 
, 
: 'IA Y YO up, SEA HAVE , ~N ABU~lt;. NC E 0 F II rE E- TR e AS(}R E. , 
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We're Proud Of Your Accomplishments. 
Morn , Dad, and family. 
CONGRA TULATIONS JULIE 
WE'RE PROUD OF YOU. 
SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS 
ALWAYS. 
LOVE, MOM, DAD & CORY 
-JOHN-
~ONGHATULATIONSm 
OUR LOVE AND BEST WISHES 
FOR A HAPPy AND SU~~ESSFUL 
FUTURE. 
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU. 
LOVE, 
MOM, DAD, JILL, & JAMIE 
qhris, 
Gonllratulations to a llrrat 
brothrr. 
Ul r'rr so proud of you and your 
a(hirurmrnts. 
~u(h lour and su((rss, 
)Berni, Frank, l1icole &' Francis 
Joseph &' l10chelie 









We are proud of you! 
Success and happiness, 
always follow your dreams. 
You're our pride and joy. 
Love, 
Nana and Poppy Pettolina 
Grandmother and Pop Pop Homcik 
CONGRATULATIONS 
MICHELLE!! 
WE'RE SO PROUD OF 
YOU!! 
Douglas, 
Love, Mom~ Dad, 
Sandy & Joanna 
lJe are proud of who you are; way to go! 
Congratulations, happiness and success 
to you and the class of 1995. 
fhe best is yet to come! 
(Jur love always, 
Dad, Mom, and Clay 
CONGRATULATIONS 
"TWERP" 
We are proud of you! 
Love, Mom, Dad and Mike ('92) 
No lion, A lee -
You are the purrfect cub 
from the Leh r lai r! 












Through hard work, you 
have accomplished 
much. We are so proud 
of you-good luck in 
medical school. 
iJJl/e, tTl 
Mom" Vad, and Cathy XP T 
(; () N (,1111' IJ 1 ..1B' I () N S J.. I N I) 1\ 
y , , 
• 
)1 , I) , .J , & I .. 
ELAINE 
Congratulations 
on your graduation 
and many 
achievements! 
Thanks for continuing 
the U rsinus family 
tradition, 
& 
best wishes for a happy, 
successful future! 
Love always, 
MOM '67, DAD '65, 
BRYAN & CRAIG 
psi qhi 
CONGRATULATIONS, KRIS! 
WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOU! 
JUST FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS, AND 
YOU WILL GO FAR IN THIS WORLD. 





J EFF DARE 
SCOTT DINARDO 
J OHN DUNC HICK 
ROB J ACOBY 
KATHY KANE 
J AS ON KINDT 
CINDY KLINE 
KAT E LAU BAC H 
MICHELL E PIETR ANT ONIO 
DREW SEIB EL 
J USTIN SNYDER 
DHEE RAJ T ARANAT H 
ROB TETI 
ERIC WIDM AIER 
LIZ WILDE 
SUSAN WI NT E RS 
T hanks for a great yea r! 
You will be missed! 





WE'RE PROUD OF YOU 
Love - Mom, Dad, & Pop 
******************** 
Autumn Boyer 
You were a precious baby, a sweet, 
tender little girl and you've become a 
beautiful independent woman-
of whom we could not be prouder-
we love you very, very much. 
(Our Lumma) 
Mom & Dad 
GOX9:JVj7c5/ 23:X-AVO/ :xrtf7J0c5/ 
70 GO-C7JSlJO!J(c5 
!YJlYJ( JlX7J c5771GCY 
OX JI 7023 wCBB 
7JOXC/ 
YJ(om (f/anie) 
Jenl\iJer~t~ Cin~_~ X(jnt 
/' i 1 )Vj)d f ~jf. lA/inter 
""----~--­...... 
~ ' .. '---
Randy Riegner, CLU, ChFC, CIC, CPCU 
Debbie Riegner, CIC, CPCU 
TR Insurance Group Inc. 
346 E. Main Street, PO Box 70 
Collegeville, P A 19426 
(610) 489-6911 • (800) 222-3340 




To the Class of 1995 
From the Registrar 's Office 
Congra tula tions 
9<--\)~. Ellen J 
We Are So Proud Of You! 




l S- 'Ii- \ ~~ 
Avr.e\ ia... 
M \ tel (ale b ( ooc;l.~) 
e 0.\\ \ ove vov.. Til\ ~ 
SERVING YOU AT 
LOCATIONS THROUGHOUT 




TO ORDER PARTY PLAnERS, 
CLEMENS FRESI+-BAKED PIES, 
FRUIT BASKETS & GIFT CERTIFICATES. 
John B. Pelos i 
Owner 
115 Second An~nue • College\'i lle, PA 1<)'126 




TO THE URSINUS 
COLLEGE 
CLASS OF 1995 
FROM THE DEVELOPMENT OFFICE 
CONGRATULATIONS, BILL! 
#79 
We are all very proud of you 
Love, 
Dad, Mom, Tom, Ann Marie, Maureen, 
Mary, & Katie too! 
CONGRATULATIONS, LEXI! 
EVERYTHING CAN COME TO 




AND THE DETERMINATION. 
SO VERY PROUD OF YOU! 
141 
IT'S LONELY AT THE TOP 
If you ain't got 
nothin' , 
You got nothin' 
to lose. 
Bob Dylan 




(; 0 N (J ULI' IJ ).LB' ION S , (; II U I S -
lYIay this day mark the beginning 




Heather A. Foreman 
rVe are I?ery proL~d oI you. 
Y OLl are I?ery special and you cieserl' e the J3esl. 
jgl?e, !iron? <ff Bop <Bop 
CAPTAIN FRANK PETIOLINA 
,Cast enll 
Sport Fish ing 
Boat: (410) 289-1915 Home: (609) 848-2118 
Marlin • Tuna • Sharks • Blues • Overnight 
CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF 1995 
CO NG RA TULA nONS: SCOTT 
We are proud of you and want 
the ve ry best for you. 












Hours: Tuesday - Friday 8:30am to 5:00pm 
Saturday 8:00am to 3:00pm 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
Congratulations to the Chemistry 





























fgve, Mom, C/)ad, CPriscilla, 
CPenelope,filexander~ and Melissa 
10 (Jur Son Christopher-
You have given us many proud moments 
that time can never take away. 
We wish you all life's best 
and a successful ·future. 
liJifh love and aH'ecfion 




t\.JO this \.ould 
not have been 
possible . Words 
cannot express my 
" blessings ". 1 am 
grateful for all that you 
both have done are are still 
doing for me . 
Now Bank Where You Shop, SUE', 
Just continue to be yourself and may your 
dreams become reality. 
7 Days A Week! 
It's here! 7-((OlJ b((nkin.q at your local 
ACME Market in the fonowing locations·: 
Collegeville Acme 
Collegeville, PA 
Monday-Friday 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. 
Saturday.sunday 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. 
-other 7-day ban1dn~ I()("Atl n n~ .fV',III~hl (> 
Member POle 
jg l' E', 
1)10111, Dad ~. cd 
Congratulations Chris on your 
wonderful accomplishments. 
Wishing you a successful future. 
fg l' e, 
Granclmom Irene ·' Crandpop .f'rank 
ncle %tlph 
753 MAIN STREET . TRAPPE. PA 19426 . 215-489-4321 
Special thanKs to: 
Dr. Robert Davidson 
Dr. and Mrs. Del Engstrom 
rhe Pandolfis 
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PROUD TO BE 
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
CLASS OF 1995 
FROM THE ALUMNI OFFICE 
KEEP IN TOUCH & 
COME BACK OFTEN! 
ALUMNI OFFICE - PHONE (610) 409-3585 
E-MAIL UCALUMNI@ACAD.URSINUS.EDU 
Chere 7rina, (,()()I) IJ(J(;I{! 
lend la main pour prendre 






I)(). fa prof, 
Barbara (iJith love, lYIom lYIom 
May the roael rise 
up to n1eet you. 
May the vl/inel be 
ever at your back. 
May the rain f all 
soft upon your 
f ace, anel rnay 
Goel holel you in 
the paln1 ofJ-lis 
J-Ianel. 
Aunt Mair & 
Uncle John 
BE~ OF LU~K. I PRAY FOR 
YOU ALWAY~. I LOVE YOU ~O 
MU~H. 
, OLD' tra l/eLing 
con1panwn, 
JIunlJ f nl1a 








J:g I/(? alii/ay s , 
Jial171Y 
I am Irina's great aunt and am proud to have her in our 
family. Irina is always willing to help others no matter 
who they are. I am glad to be around to congratulate her 
on her special College Graduation Day. I want you to 
know you are very special to me. Wishing you health, 
happiness, and all the special joys you deserve in your 
future. 
love, Chochie Oera 
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f'f)I .. I) S'l\lt l!fl'ltf)N 
Mr. and Mrs. $rank Pettolina and family 
******************* 
Illtf)NZI~ S~lt 1!f1'ltf)N 
Mr. and Mrs.ilveo (jj. C/Jaldia 
******************* 
1~ltll~NI) f)l~ ItlJllY 
Mr. and Mrs.fi. J:gvinthal 
'f)5 l\NI) I~SI)I~(~ll\I .. I .. Y 
"TIIU1\1 .. 1..l\ 
From the Business Office 
, A SPECIAL THANK YOU 
, ", ~ TO ALL OF THE 





MAKE THIS YEARBOOK .'., i ' . 
POSSIBLE! ' '. 
Co-editors, 
(Parn ~ Stacey 
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